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Preface
The objective of this study is to explore the use of epoxy resin as

interfacial bonding agent in short Nylon -6 fiber - elastomer composites.

The properties of short fiber composite are greatly influenced by the fiber

- matrix adhesion. The interfacial bonding agents are widely used to

improve fiber - matrix adhesion. In the present study, epoxy resin is

used as interfacial-bonding agent for short Nylon-S fiber reinforced

acrylonitrile butadiene rubber (NBR), Neoprene rubber (CR) and styrene

butadiene rubber (SBR) composites. The composites were evaluated for

their cure, mechanical, rheological and thermal properties, with and

without epoxy resin bonding agent.

The results of the investigation are presented in six different

chapters as follows.

Chapter I presents a review of the literature in this field and the

scope of the present investigation

Chapter 11 gives a brief account of the experimental techniques

used. It describes the different materials, and machinery and the

method used for this study.

Chapter III deals with the cure and mechanical properties of the

composites with and without bonding agent. Chapter III is divided into

three sections.

Chapter IlIA discusses the cure and mechanical properties of short

Nylon-6 fiber reinforced NBR composite with and without epoxy bonding

agent. Chapter IIIB presents the cure and mechanical properties of CR

short Nylon-6 composites and the composites with epoxy· resin as

bonding agent. Chapter IIIC deals the cure and mechanical properties of

short Nylon-6 fiber reinforced SBR composites and the same in the

presence of epoxy bonding agent.



Chapter IV describes rheological characteristics of the composites

and the effect of epoxy resin on the rheological properties of the

composites. The results are presented in two sections.

Chapter IVA details the rheological characteristics of the short

Nylon -6 reinforced NBR composite in the presence of the bonding agent.

Chapter IVB gives results on the study of the rheological characteristics

of the short Nylon -6 reinforced SBR composite with and without

bonding agent

Chapter V gives an account on thermal degradation studies of the

composite. This is presented in two sections.

Chapter VA discusses the thermal degradation of short Nylon -6

reinforced NBR composite and also the effect of epoxy resin on the

thermal stability of the composites. Chapter VB deals with thermal

degradation of SBR- short Nylon -6 composite.

Chapter VI is the concluding chapter of the thesis.



ABSTRACT

The thesis describes the development and evaluation of epoxy
resin as interfacial bonding agent for short Nylon-6 fiber elastomer
composites. Epoxy resin is well known for its adhesive property. The
potential use of it as interfacial bonding agent in short fiber composite is
not explored yet. Three rubbers viz., acrylonitrile butadiene rubber
(NBR), Neoprene rubber (CR) and styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) were
selected and different fiber loading were tried. The resin concentration
was optimized for each fiber loading with respect to cure characteristics
and mechanical properties. Rheological characteristics and thermal
degradation of the composites containing different fiber loading and
different resin concentrations were studied in detail to find the effect of
epoxy resin bonding system. The mechanical properties were studied in
detail. The short Nylon -6 fiber improved most of the mechanical
properties of all the three rubbers. Tensile strength showed a dip at 10
phr fiber loading in the case of CR while it was continuously increased
with fiber loading in the case of NBR and SBR. All the composites
showed anisotropy in mechanical properties. The epoxy resin is an
effective bonding agent for short Nylon -6 fiber reinforced NBR and CR
composites. Epoxy resin improved tensile strength, abrasion resistance
and modulus of these composites. SEM studies confirmed the improved
bonding of fiber and matrix in the presence of epoxy bonding agent.
Epoxy resin was not effective as bonding agent in the case of short Nylon
fiber- SBR composite. From the rheological studies of the composites
with and without bonding agent it was observed that all the composite
exhibited pseudoplasticity, which decreased with temperature. At higher
shear rates all the mixes showed plug flow. SEM pictures showed that
maximum orientation of fibers occured at a shear rate, just before the
onset of plug flow. The presence of fiber reduced the temperature
sensitivity of the flow at a given shear rate. Die swell was reduced in the
presence of fiber. Shear viscosity of the composite was increased in the
presence of resin. Die swell was increased in the presence of epoxy resin
for composites at all shear rates. The thermal degradation of NBR and
SBR composites with and without bonding agent followed single step
degradation pattern. Thermal stability of the composites was improved
in the presence of bonding agent. The degradation of virgin elastomer
and the composites followed first order kinetics.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Composite Materials have occurred in nature smce the

evolution of life. Wood and bones are naturally occurring

composites. Owing to their favourable performance characteristics,

composite materials have been gaining wide use in commercial,

military and space applications. High strength and stiffness, high

toughness and low weight are the most important characteristics of

an ideal engineering material. Conventional engineering materials,

metals and their alloys are strong and tough, but not light.

Polymeric materials are light but lack strength. Fiber reinforced

composites have all the ideal properties leading to their rapid

development and successful use for many applications over the last

decade. However, the potential advantages of these fiber filled

polymer composites are far from being fully realized and continued

growth is anticipated in their use for many years to come.

Composite material consists of two or more chemically distinct

constituents or phases with a distinguishable interface between

them and some of their properties are radically different from their

constituents. Composite consists of a continuous phase called

matrix in which a discontinuous phase is embedded. The

discontinuous phase, which is harder and stronger than matrix, is

called reinforcement or reinforcing material. The properties of the

composites are strongly influenced by the properties of their

constituent materials, their distribution and interaction among

them. Composite properties may be either the sum of the properties

of the distinct phases, or it may be the resultant property of the

synergic action of constituent phases.

1.1 Classification of Composites

The strengthening mechanism of composites strongly depends

on the geometry of the reinforcement. Based on the geometry of

reinforcement the classification of the composite is shown in the

Figure. 1.1. 1.

2



Introduction

A composite whose reinforcement is a particle, by definition all
the dimensions are roughly equal, is called particle reinforced
composites. Particle fillers are widely used to improve the matrix
properties such as to modify the thermal and electrical
conductivities, improve performance at elevated temperatures,
reduce friction, increase wear and abrasion resistance, improve
machinabilty, increase surface hardness and reduce shrinkage.
They are simply used to reduce the cost in many cases.

Fiber reinforcement composites contain reinforcements having
lengths higher than cross sectional dimensions. These can be
broadly classified as single layer composites and multilayer
composites. Reinforcing fiber in a single layer composite may be
short or long compared to its overall dimensions. Composites with
long fibers are called continuous fiber reinforcement and
composites in which short or staple fibers are embedded in the
matrix are termed as discontinuous fiber reinforcement.

I
Hybrids

I
Preferred

Orientation

I
Multilayer

Composites
I

I
Discontinuous Fiber

reinforcement
I

I
Laminates

Composite Materials
I

I
Si directional
reinforcement

I
Random Orientation

I
Particle reinforced

CompOSi[_eS ~ rl__c_o_m_fosites I
Random Preferred

Orientation Orientation

I
Fiber reinforced

I
Single Layer

compOSite]

Continuous Fiber
reinforcement

I
I

Unidirectional
reinforcement

Figure. 1.1. Classification of composites
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Chapter 1

Both organic and inorganic fibers are available as reinforcing

materials. The organic fibers such as cellulose, polypropylene and

graphite fibers can be characterized, in general, as lightweight,

flexible, elastic and heat sensitive. Inorganic fibers such as glass,

tungsten and ceramics can be generally described as very high in

strength, heat resistance, rigidity and low in energy absorption and

fatigue resistance. Natural and manmade fibers are used as

reinforcement. Cellulose, jute, sisal, cotton etc. are examples of

natural fiber; man made fibers include carbon, aramid, polyester,

nylon, boron, glass etc. In these composites, fibers are the main

load carriers and matrix holds the fibers together and it maintains

the desired fiber orientations and transfers the load to the fibers.

Matrix also protects the fibers against environmental attack and

damage due to handling.

1.2 Short Fiber Composites

The reinforcement of a rubber with fibers would combine the

elastic behavoiur of the rubber with the strength and stiffness of the

reinforcing fiber. Conventionally most rubbers are reinforced with

fillers of a particulate nature. By using short fibers as reinforcement

mixed into the rubber, one can impart drastic changes to the

mechanical, thermal and viscoelastic properties of compounded

rubber. These changes - even at low fiber concentrations - go far

beyond the levels obtainable with the rubber industry's traditional

reinforcement, the carbon black.

The reinforcement of elastomers with short fibers has become

necessary in many product applications. Composites with lower

fiber content is useful for improving the hose and belt performance

due to an increase in composite stiffness without a great sacrifice of

the basic processablity characteristics of the compounds. In view of

the processing requirements, even though the use of high volume

content of fiber in the matrix cause difficulties during manufacture

and product development, the improvement in the mechanical

4



Introduction

properties resulting from higher fiber loading is important in many

applications.

Typical advantages associated with short fibers as fillers in

polymer matrices include design flexibility, high low-strain

modulus, anisotropy in technical properties and stiffness, good

damping, ease in processing and production economy. Fibers can

also improve thermochemical properties of polymer matrices to suit

specific areas of applications and to reduce the cost of the

fabricated articles. Moreover short fibers provide high green

strength, high dimensional stability during fabrication, improved

creep resistance, good ageing resistance, improved tear and impact

strength and desired anisotropy in mechanical properties. The

manufacture of complex shaped engineering articles, which are

impractical for formation from elastomers reinforced with

continuous fib er , can easily be accomplished with short fibers.

The parameters influencing the characteristics of short fiber

composites include fiber concentration, fiber aspect ratio, fiber

matrix adhesion and fiber orientation-, Composites of good strength

can be prepared from a variety of elastomers. Too short fibers are

necessarily less effective in reinforcing low modulus materials for

efficiency of reinforcement, i.e., the extent to which a discontinuous

fiber can stimulate the performance of a continuous filament or

cord depends on its modulus ratio relative to the matrix. Optimum

properties of the short fiber composites depend on4•6

• Preservation of high aspect ratio

• Proper fiber orientation

• Maintaining better fiber matrix interface through pysico

chemical bonding

• Homogeneous dispersion

• Proper choice and appropriate orientation of fiber

reinforcement

5
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• Optimal formulation of the rubber compound to

accommodate: (a) processing conditions, (b) facilitate stress

transfer and (c) flexibility to preserve dynamic properties.

Zuev? studied the mechanical properties of polymeric fiber

filled rubber composites and ways of effective utilization of

mechanical properties of fibers in fiber filled rubber composites and

compared with those of rubber compound in the absence of fibers.

Foldis has reported the processing advantages obtained with short

fiber-rubber composites. In a review, Kun? presented effect of type

of fiber, fiber pretreatment, compounding and processing on

product performance properties. Advances in short fiber pre

treatment, interfacial adhesion and development of short fiber

rubber composite products were reviewed by Zhou et al.!". Fiber

reinforced plastic and rubber composite electrical insulators have

been manufactured by Kadowaki et al.!". The insulators useful as

wire carriers comprise of fiber reinforced plastic cores, mono-pleat

like rubber coverings attached on the cores and localized in between

the rings. Campbellis reviewed short fiber reinforcement of rubber.

The advantages of short fiber - reinforced composites are high

degree of dimensional stability during fabrication and extreme

service environments by restricting matrix distortion, improved

creep resistance, better resistance to solvent swelling, good fatigue

life under high stress conditions and improved tear and impact

strength by blunting and growing crack tips->.

Both synthetic and natural fibers were used for the

reinforcement of elastomers, natural as well as synthetic rubbers.

The generally available synthetic fibers are polyester, aramid, nylon,

rayon and acrylic. It is possible to improve the properties of

composites by using high performance fibers such as carbon, glass

or aramid. In the case of soft rubbery composites cellulose fiber has

been found to give better reinforcement than glass or carbon

fibers t" This may be probably due to the fact that the flexibility of

cellulose fibers results in less breakage during processing than that

6
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happens with the brittle glass or carbon fiber. A review of various

types of short fibers highlighting their properties and shortcomings

as reinforcements for polymers is given by Milewski-> Various

natural materials which are potential reinforcements for rubber

compounds are jute.tv bagasse17,18 and pineapple leaf fibertv The

use of asbestos, flax, glass and cotton fibers to reinforce various

types of rubber is reviewed by Zuev et aL20 Manceauz! compared

cellulose, glass and nylon fibers as reinforcement for SBR rubber.

The use of a polyolefin based fiber as reinforcement in SBR has also

been reportedw Boustany and Coran-> showed improved

performance of hybrid composites comprising cellulose in

conjunction with a chopped textile fiber. The in situ generation of

plastic reinforcing fibers within an elastomeric matrix has been

disclosed in literature24,25 This method has been used by Coran and

Pate126 to reinforce chlorinated polyethylene with nylon fibrils.

Short fibers find application in essentially all conventional

rubber compounds, examples are NR, EPDM, SBR, neoprene and

nitrile rubber. Various speciality elastomers like silicone rubber,

fluoro elastomer, ethylene vinyl acetate, thermoplastic elastomer

and polyurethane have also been found utility as composite
matrices-? - 31

Derringer-? incorporated different short fibers such as rayon,

nylon and glass into NR matrix to improve young's modulus of

vulcanizates. Goodloe et al33 •34 were the first to use short cellulose

fibers in elastomer matrix and found that the tendency of the

rubber to shrink was reduced in presence of short fibers. Short jute

fiber reinforced NR composites have been studied by Murty et al. 14 ,35

Investigations have also been made on short jute fiber

reinforcement of carboxylated nitrile rubber by Chakraborty et al 36 ,

Mukherjea-" studied the role of interface in fiber reinforced polymer

composites with special reference to natural rubber. Pre-treatment

of jute fiber with polyesteramide polyols and silane coupling agent

7
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for improved dry and wet strength of jute fiber-polyester composites

has been discussed.

Murty et al38studied processing characteristics, anisotropic

swelling and mechanical properties of short jute and short glass

fiber reinforced SBR composites both in the presence and absence

of carbon black. It was found that jute fibers offered good

reinforcement to SBR as compared to glass fiber. Bhagwan et

al39studied the stress relaxation of short jute fiber NBR composites.

Cure characteristics and mechanical properties of short nylon

-6 fiber nitrile rubber composite was studied by Rajesh et al. 40 •

Sreeja et al4 1 studied the short Nylon-6 fiber reinforced natural

rubber reclaimed blends and found that most of the mechanical

properties of NBR were improved by the presence of nylon fibers.

Short silk fiber reinforced CR and NR have been described by Setua

et al. 42 •43 . Aktharw studied short fiber reinforcement of

thermoplastic blends of NR with HOPE and LOPE. Coconut fiber

reinforced rubber composites have been reported by Arumugam et

al. 4S Effect of chemical treatment, aspect ratio, concentration of

fiber and type of bonding system on the properties of NR-short sisal

fiber composites were evaluated by Varghese et al. 46 . Dynamic

mechanical properties of NR reinforced with untreated and

chemically treated short sisal fibers were studied and the effect of

fiber-matrix interfacial adhesion on viscoelastic properties were

evaluated-". Natural rubber-coir fiber composite was studied by

Geethamma et al. 48 , 49.

The effect of short aramid fiber reinforcement on CR rubber

was studied by Park et al. 50 . Short aramid fib er reinforced rubber

composites were prepared and the effect of fiber concentration,

surface treatment and rubber type on mechanical properties of

vu1canizates were determinedst.Tt was found that the optimum fiber

concentration for reinforcement of butadiene/NR blend was -10

weight percentage. The effect of surface treated short aramid fiber

on CR/NBR blend was examined by Kern et al52 and concluded that

8
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the anisotropy in tensile modulus and strength was pronounced as

the fiber loading was increased. Effect of fiber loading, orientation,

abrasion load and thermal ageing on the abrasion behaviour of NR

reinforced with aramid short fibers were reported by Zheng et al. 53.

Mechanical properties of composite materials consisting of
short carbon fiber and thermoplastic elastomer have been studied

by Ibarra et al 54 and concluded that oxidative treatment of carbon

fibers exerted a beneficial influence on the properties of material

reinforced with such fibers. Acrylic fiber reinforced rubber has been

prepared by Moyama et al. 55 . Short fiber containing pneumatic tyres

having good balance of abrasion and ice / snow-skid resistance were

prepared by Midorikawa et al. 56 , Development of sealing materials of

jute fiber reinforced cork and butadiene acrylonitrile rubber was
described by Xie et al.>". Kikuchiss used nylon short fibers with 0.2

0.3 pm diameter and 100-200 pm length to reinforce NR and found

that tyres made from it showed reduced weight and rolling

resistance. Spherical vibrational dampers having low expansion at

high temperature and good dimensional stability and shape

maintenance were prepared by mixing rubbers with short fibers in

their length direction. 59.

Effect of processing parameters on the mechanical properties

of short Kevlar aramid fiber-thermoplastic PU composite were

reported by Kutty et al. 60 • They reported that the strength, storage

and loss moduli of composites increased while tan 6m ax was reduced

progressively with fiber loading. For short nylon fiber SBR

composites, the storage modulus and loss modulus increased with

fiber content'» and there appeared a relaxation peak in the tan 6

spectra at 120 QC when the interface between SBR and nylon short

fibers had good adhesion. Roy et al62 reported the mechanical and

dynamic mechanical properties of short carbon fiber filled styrene

isoprene-styrene block thermoplastic elastomer composites and

showed that tan 6 values at the Tg region decreased on filler

9
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incorporation, but at room temperature, the values increased with

filler loading.

Incorporation of short poly (p-phenylene terephthalamide) in

butyl rubber, NR, neoprene rubber and EPDM rubber compounds

resulted in improved tensile strength, modulus, 'on-end' abrasion,

thermal stability and in 30-60% lower energy loss after shock loads

compared to reference compounds'<. The surface characteristics

and the length distribution of waste short fibers from reclaimed

rubber were investigated by Zhang et al. 64 . The mechanical properties

of waste short fiber-rubber composites and the influence of surface

treatment of waste short fiber have also been investigated.

Mechanical properties of thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer

composites reinforced with short aromatic polyamide and carbon

fibers were studied by Correa et al. 6 5 . Pervorsek et al 66 prepared

short polyamide reinforced rubber compositions. Short polyester

fiber-NR composites were studied by Senapati et al67 and the effect

of fiber concentration, orientation and LID ratio on mechanical

properties were examined. Ibarra et al 68 investigated the effect of

different types of elastomeric matrices (NR, SBR, CR and nitrile

rubber) and several levels of short polyester fiber on mechanical

properties of uncured and cured compounds and on the swelling

behaviour of composites in hydrocarbon solvent and concluded that

the addition of fiber markedly reduced maximum swelling of the

composites. Kutty et a169 studied the reinforcement of millable PU

with short Kevlar fiber.

Short fiber reinforced NBR composites was studied by

Yoshiki?". Stress induced crystallization and dynamic properties of

NR reinforced with short syndiotactic 1,2 polybutadiene fibers and

with very fine nylon 6 fibers were discussed in a review". Ashidat

presented a review on the type of short fibers, adhesives used for

short fibers, the preparation and performance properties of rubber

short fiber composites.

10
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1.3. Nylon Fiber

The aliphatic polyamides or Nylons were the first fully

synthetic fibers to achieve commercial success (1939). Nylon is a

condensation polymer of a diamine and a dicarboxylic acid. Because

a variety of diamines and dicarboxylic acids can be produced, there

are very large numbers of polyamide materials available to prepare

nylon fibers. The most common versions are nylon 6,6 and nylon 6.

Nylon 6,6 which is widely used as fiber is made from adipic acid

and hexamethylene diamine. The commercial production of nylon 6

begins with caprolactam. Fibers are produced commercially in

various parts of the world but nylon 6,6 has been preferred in non

American markets, nylon 6 is more popular in Europe and

elsewhere. The polyamide is melt spun and drawn after cooling to

give the desired properties for each intended use. The fib er has

outstanding durability and excellent physical properties. The main

features are exceptional strength, high elastic recovery, abrasion

resistance, lusture, washability, resistance to damage from oil and

many chemicals, high resilience, colourability, relatively insensitive

to moisture, smooth, soft and long lasting fibers from filament yarn,

light weight and warm fabrics from spun yarn. The typical physical

properties of Nylon fibers are given below (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1 Typical physical properties of Nylon fibers

Property

Tenacity at break, N/tex, 65% Rh, 21°C

Extension at break, %

65% Rh, 21°C

Elastic Modulus, N/tex, 65% Rh, 21°C

Moisture regain at 65% Rh, %

Specific Gravity

Approx. volumetric swelling in water, %

11

Continuous

filament

0.40 - 0.71

15 - 30

3.5

4.0 - 4.5

1.14

2 - 10

Staple

0.35 - 0.44

30 - 45

3.5

4.0 - 4.5

1.14

2 - 10
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Like polyester fiber, nylon has high melting point which

conveys good high temperature performance. Its toughness makes it

a major fiber of choice in carpets. Because of excellent tear strength

it is used as a blending fiber in some cases. In certain applications

the performance of nylon fiber is hard to beat. Because of its high

cost it is used in specialized applications where its performance can
justify the cost. Nylon fibers are used for the manufacture of

splittable-pie fibers. Non-wovens developed from nylon are used in

automobile products, athletic wear and conveyor belts.

1.4. Short Nylon Fiber - Elastomer Composites

Many researchers have carried out various studies on short

nylon fiber reinforced elastomers. Senapati et al. 73. studied the effect

of short nylon fibers on the mechanical properties of NR

vulcanizates. Brokenbrow et al.?" reported the preparation of a

composite with good mechanical properties by incorporating nylon

fibers in a low molecular weight non- terminally reactive liquid SBR

and subsequently cross-linking it. Sreeja et al. 75-77 studied short

Nylon -6 reinforced NR, NBR SBR composites and found that short

Nylon -6 is enhancing the mechanical properties of these rubbers.

O' Conrior-' reported the processing and properties of short fiber

elastomer composites with a variety of fibers (cellulose, nylon, glass,

carbon and aramid). Dynamic viscoelastic properties of nylon short

fiber reinforced composites were studied by Chen et al. 6 1• They

reported that the storage modulus and loss modulus increased with

fiber loading. Short nylon fiber reinforced SBR compounds for V

belts applications were reported by King et al,78. Ye et al."?

incorporated short nylon fibers into SBR and BR matrices and

reported that the vulcanization time increased with fiber content.

Factors affecting the elastic modulus of short nylon fiber-SBR

rubber composites were studied by Li et al. 80 • Short nylon fiber and

vinylori fiber reinforced nitrile rubber and SBR were studied by

Zhou et al. 8 1• They introduced an effective interfacial thickness

12
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concept based on Halpin-Tsai equation to characterize the fiber

rubber interfaces. Zhou et al. 82 studied the effect of fiber pre

treatment on properties of short nylon fiber-NBR composites. The

effect of short fiber pretreatment on interfacial adhesion of nylon

short fiber reinforced rubber composite was studied by Zhou et al. 8 3

using equilibrium method. Saad and Younan.s- studied the

rheological and electrical properties of NR-white filler mixtures,

reinforced with short nylon-6 fiber with respect to filler loading.

Kikuchi58 reported that tyres from nylon short fiber having 0.2-0.3

J.I1Il diameter and 100-200 urn length in proper direction and NR

showed reduction in cost and rolling resistance. Zhang et al. 8 S

studied the influence of fiber content, pre-treatment and

temperature on the rheological properties of short nylon fiber

rubber composites. The reinforcement and orientation behavior of

short nylon fibers in NR, SBR and CR were studied with emphasis

on the determination of ideal aspect ratio for fibers by

Bhattacharya-s. Mechanical properties of nylon short fib er

reinforced SBRjNR composites were studied in detail by Ma et al. 87 •

Zhang et al. 88 studied the influence of loading level of nylon fiber in

NR and polyester fiber in CR and proposed a model to calculate the

structure of interfacial layer. Rajesh et al. 40 studied cure and

mechanical properties of short Nylon fiber NBR composites. The

influences of fiber length, loading and rubber crossliking systems

on the properties of the composites were analyzed.

1.5. Mechanism of Stress Transfer in Short Fiber Composites

Different theories were proposed for the stress transfer in

polymer composites. The overall elastic properties of a composite

are relatively easy to compute from the elastic properties of the

components when the fibers are continuous and parallelw, For a

perfectly aligned and properly bonded unidirectional continuous

fiber composite the rule of mixture is applicable and is given by
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crell = c rVf + crm Vm

where,

1.1

crell = ultimate composite strength, crf - ultimate fiber strength, crm =

matrix strength at the maximum fiber strength, Vf = volume fraction

of fiber and Vm = volume fraction of matrix.

In an aligned fiber composite loaded in transverse direction,

most of the deflection takes place in the soft polymer phase and the

fibers do not affect the strength properties significantly.

In composites, loads are not directly applied on the fibers, but

are applied to the matrix material and transferred to the fibers

through the fiber ends and also through the cylindrical surface of

the fiber nearer the ends. When the length of a fiber is much greater

than the length over which the transfer of stress takes place, the

end effects can be neglected and the fibers may be considered to be

continuous. The stress on a continuous fiber can thus be assumed

constant over its entire length. In the case of short fib er composites

the end effect cannot be neglected and the composite properties are

a function of fiber length. Some corrections in the values of crf or Vr

in equation 1.1 will be needed to account for the fact that a portion

of the 'end of each finite length fiber is stressed at less than the

maximum fiber stress. The adjustment depends on the length of the

fibers over which the load gets transferred from the matrix.

The most widely used model describing the effect of loading in

aligned short fiber composites is the shear lag model proposed by

Cox90 . Rosenv! discussed the effect of fiber length on tensile

properties and used the shear lag analysis to explain the

mechanism of stress transfer. The average longitudinal stress on an

aligned short fiber composite can be obtained by the rule of
mixtures given by

14
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Introduction

1.2

er is the average fiber stress and is a function of fib er length, (Jm is

the matrix stress, Vr and Vm are the volume fractions of the fiber and

the matrix respectively.

A critical fiber length 1S required to obtain the transfer of

maximum load from the matrix to the fiber. When the fibers are

smaller than a critical length, the maximum fiber stress is less than

the average fiber strength so that fibers will not fracture and the

composite failure occurs when the matrix or interface fails. When

the fiber length is greater than the critical length the fibers can be

stressed to their average strength and fiber failure initiates when

the maximum fiber stress is equal to the ultimate strength of the

fibers. As the fiber length becomes very large compared to load

transfer length, the average fiber stress approaches the maximum

fiber stress and the behaviour of short fiber composite approaches

that of continuous fiber composites.

Based on the shear lag model and characteristics of short

fiber-rubber composite, Liqun et al. 92 put forward a new mixture

law and predicted the longitudinal tensile strength of short fiber

rubber composites. Abratev" reviewed the mechanics of short fib er

composites and examined the factors affecting the mechanical

properties. Fukuda et al94 described a mechanism of load transfer

from matrix to fiber and predicted the Young's modulus of short

fiber composites. An analysis was done by Fukudavs for predicting

the stress-strain relation and strength of unidirectional short fiber

composites. The classical shear lag model was modified to take into

account the effect of load transfer at the fiber ends as well as

plasticity of matrix material.

The variation of physical properties of the composites with the

direction of fiber orientation was reported by Moghew. Derringer?"

postulated certain empirical equations relating volume fraction and

15
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aspect ratio of the fibers to the tensile strength, modulus and

elongation at break. The effect of fiber length and orientation

distribution on the strength of short fiber composite was examined98

and a general theory was formulated in terms of fiber length,

orientation distribution function as well as the composite

geometrical and physical properties.

The ultimate composite strength is given by

O"cu == O"fuVf F (Lj Lc lea + O"m (I-Vd

where,

1.3

O"cu == the ultimate composite strength, O"fu == ultimate fiber strength,

Vf = volume fraction of fiber, O"m = matrix strength at maximum fiber

stress, L == length of the fiber, Le == critical fiber length and Co is the

orientation parameter.

Longitudinal and transverse moduli of the aligned short fib er

composites given by Halpin Tsai equation are,

1.4

and

where,

Ef/Em-1
TlL=

Er IE m +21/d

Er/Em-1
Tl L = --''-----'''--

n, IEm+2

1.5

1.6

1.7

EL and ET are the longitudinal and transverse moduli of an

aligned short fiber composite having the same aspect ratio and fiber
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volume fraction as the composite under consideration. Er and Em are

the modulus of fiber and matrix respectively. The Halpin- Tsai

equation predicts that the transverse modulus of an aligned short

fiber composite is not influenced by the fiber aspect ratio 1/ d.

The modulus of composites containing fibers that are

randomly oriented in a plane is given by

Erandom = 3/8 EL +5/8 ET 1.8

Dzyurav? proposed the following expression for composite strength

Gc = GNc (1 - Li/2L) K + Gm Vm 1.9

where,

Gc = composite strength, Gr = strength of the fiber, Vc :::: volume

fraction of fiber, Gm = strength of the matrix at its maximum

attainable deformation, L = length of the fiber, K = coefficient of fiber

orientation which depends on a number of factors such as method

of processing, fiber concentration, type of fiber rubber composition

etc., Li = ineffective length of the fiber and is calculated on the

condition that the force required for breaking the fiber is equal to

the maximum shear force on the rubber-fiber boundary,

Li > Grd/2r

where,

d = diameter of the fiber and I'

boundary.

1.10

maximum shear stress on the

The influence of the matrix on the value of Gc was reported to

be dependent on its stretching resistance at the maximum

composite deformation, Gm, and not on the matrix strength, G'm. For

composites with a higher G'm/Gm ratio (e.g. NR) there existed a

minimum in the tensile strength-fiber concentration curve. For

composites with maximum G'm/Gm ratio approaching unity (e.g.

SBR), the minimum was not observed. The lower the value of G'm/Gm
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ratio the higher was the increase in relative strength crc as compared

to crm'. Kern et al. 100 presented a review dealing with different models

of continuum theory for the prediction of mechanical properties of

the composites.

1.6. Properties of the Composites

1.6.1. Mechanical properties

Mechanical properties are the major criteria in selecting a

composite for a particular application or end use. The mechanical

properties of short fiber composites are intermediate between those

containing continuous filaments or cords and particulate filled

materials. Reinforcement of rubber with short fiber enhanced

tensile strength and modulus and reduced elongation and swelling
of the rubber matrix12,16 . Short fibers such as cellulose fiber,lOl,102
silk fiber,44,l03 vinal fiber.t?" nylon fiber 7577, 105-108 and aramidw- 109

111 are used for improving the mechanical properties of the

elastomers. The variation of tensile strength and elongation at break

with fiber content was studied by Coran et al. 112. The relationship

between tensile strength and fiber loading varied from rubber to

rubber. For strain crystallizing rubbers such as NR and CR, the

tensile strength drops initially up to a certain volume fraction of

fibers, then it increases gradually with fiber loading67,73. For non

crystallizing rubbers such as NBR and SBR the presence of a small

quantity of fiber enhances the strengths", Murty!e reported that the

strength minimum occur at low fiber concentrations because when

the matrix is not restrained by enough fibers high matrix strain

result at relatively low composite stresses. Once enough fibers are

present to constrain the matrix the addition of more fibers increases

the strength of the composite beyond that of the matrix alone. With

excessive fiber loadings imperfections occur. The use oflonger fibers

move the position of the strength minimum to lower fiber

concentrations, but also reduces elongation. When tested in

transverse direction, strength considerably below the matrix
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strength may occur. Improvements in fib er-matrix bonding can

improve the low transverse composite strengths1 12. The theoretical

impact of orientation of individual fibers on composite strength was
reported by Schafffers us. Abrate9 3 found that fibers did not break at

all except when their loading was insufficient to restrain the matrix

in which case large stresses could develop at low strain. Fukuda

and Chou98 described the effect of fiber length and orientation on

strength by a stochastic theory. Factors affecting the elastic

modulus of short nylon fiber-SBR rubber composites were studied

by Li et al. 80 and an empirical relation was derived on Halpin-Tsai

equation for the prediction of elastic modulus of the composite.

Liqun et al. 92 studied the law of tensile strength of short fiber

reinforced rubber composites among a wide range of fiber volume

and length. Zuev? reviewed with 55 references on mechanical

properties of polymeric fiber filled rubber composites and ways of

effective utilization of mechanical properties of fibers in rubber.

Short fiber improves the tear strength of the polymer

composites to a greater extent when the fibers are oriented

perpendicular to the direction of propagation of tear in the polymer
matrix than when they oriented parallel to it. This has been

demonstrated by several workers for short nylon-6 and PET fiber
filled natural and synthetic rubber compounds6 7 ,7 5-77,78 . 114 . It has

been reported that low fiber concentrations can elevate the tear

strength of the composite above that of the matrix. However at

higher concentrations, strain amplification between closely packed

fibers promotes tearing parallel to the fiber direction thereby

reducing tear strength". 93, Murty et al. 16 reported that with

imperfect fiber orientation or random fiber alignment, tear strength

would increase as the fibers are bridging the tear. An excellent
treatise was published by Kainradl and Handler I 15 dealing with the

tear strength measurements of vulcanized rubber, including the

effects of specimen shape, prenotching of the sample and the

thickness of the test piece. Manufacture of tear resistant short fiber

reinforced conveyor belts has been reported by Hasegawa et al. 116.
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1.6.2. Rheological Characteristics

As many of processing steps such as mixing, milling,

extrusion, calendaring and moulding in the modern polymer

industry involve flow of the polymer; an understanding of the

rheological characteristics of the composite is essential. The

rheological behaviour of polymer melts provides the choice of

processing conditions and influences the morphology and

mechanical properties of the final product. The need for rheological

studies and its importance in selection of processing conditions

were pointed out by Brydsont!". White and Tokita 118-120 established

a correlation between rheology and processing. Crowson et al.121.122

reported the rheology of short glass fiber reinforced thermoplastics

and found that fibers orient along the flow direction in the

convergent flow and perpendicular to the flow direction in the

divergent flow. Several studies on the reheological characteristics of

short fiber reinforced polymer melts were reported 123-127. Murty et

al. 128 studied the rheology of short jute fiber filled natural rubber

composites. A lot of studies were done on the dependence of the die

swell on the LjD (length to diameter) ratio of the capillary 129-131.

Flow characteristics of thermosets compound filled with PET fiber

have been reported by Owen and WhyBrew132, Gupta and eo

workers 133 reported the flow properties of PP- EPDM blend filled

with short glass fibers. The rheological characteristics of the short

carbon fib er filled thermoplastic blends of NR and HOPE have been

reported by Roy et al. 134. Rheological properties of Nylon polyester

short fib er filled rubber were studied by Zhang et al. 135. A Chinese

review with 45 references deals with the dependence of rheological

properties of short fiber reinforced composites on the short fibers

and matrix, the amount and length of the short fiber, temperature

and shear rate in the flow field l36. Kutty et al. 137 reported the

rheological characteristics of short fiber reinforced thermoplastic

polyurethane. Rheological behaviour of short sisal fiber reinforced

natural rubber composite was studied by Vargehse et al. 138.

Rheological properties of short polyester fiber polyurethane
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elastomer composite with and without bonding agent was reported
by Suhara et al. 139-140.

1.6.3. Thermal Properties

Thermal stability of short fiber rubber composites by

thermogravimertic analysis was studied by many researchers.

Ronaldo et al. 14 1 studied the influence of short fibers on the thermal

resistance of the matrix, Tg and kinetic parameters of the

degradation reaction of thermoplastic polyurethane and found that

thermal resistance of aramid fiber reinforced composite was greater

than those of carbon fiber reinforced composites. The degradation

characteristics of Kevlar fiber reinforced thermoplastics were

reported by Kutty et al 14 2 . Younan et al. 14 3 studied the thermal

stability of natural rubber polyester short fiber composites. Suhara

et al. 144 studied thermal degradation of short polyester fiber 

polyurethane elastomer composite and found that incorporation of

short fiber enhanced the thermal stability of the elastomer. Rajeev

et al. 145 studied thermal degradation of short melamine fiber

reinforced EPDM, maleated EPDM and nitrile rubber composite with

and without bonding agent and found that the presence of

melamine fiber in the vulcanizates reduces the rate of

decomposition and the effect is pronounced in the presence of the

dry bonding system.

1.7. Fracture Analysis by Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscope is a versatile technique for the

determination of fiber orientation, fiber distribution, fib er matrix

adhesion and fracture mechanism of fiber reinforced composites.

Fiber breakage and dispersion of glass fiber reinforced rubber

composite was studied using phase microscopy by Derringere-. He

also made use of SEM to characterize the dispersion and fracture of

various NR composites filled with Nylon, Rayon, Polyester and

acrylic fibers?", Moghe? used SEM to analyse the distribution offiber

length due to buckling and crimping under large deformations
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during processing of aramid fiber in PU elastomer composites. SEM

was used to study the properties of short glass fiber filled rubber

composites with and without silica by Murty et al.146-147. They also

studied the effect of bonding agents on the fiber pull out on the

fracture surface of the jute fiber filled composites. With the help of

SEM Boustany and Arnoldr'" studied the extent of breakage of the

glass and Santowebr fibers in the elastomer matrices. Different

fracture surfaces of the short fiber composites were explained using
SEM by many researchersw- 149-151. With the help of SEM Kutty et

al. 152 explained the tear and wear properties of short Kevlar fiber

reinforced TPU composites and failure mode of the composite.

1.8. Parameters Affecting The Properties or The Composites

Fiber aspect ratio, fiber orientation, fiber dispersion and fiber

matrix - adhesion are the major factors which affect the properties

of the short fiber reinforced composites.

1.8.1. Type and Aspect Ratio of Fiber

The aspect ratio of fibers is a major parameter that controls

the fiber dispersion, fiber matrix adhesion, and optimum

performance of short fiber polymer composites. An aspect ratio in

the range of 100 - 200 is essential for high performance fiber rubber

composites for good mechanical properties. For synthetic fibers an

aspect ratio of 100 - 500 is easily attained as they are available in

the diameter range of 10 - 30 urn. Considerable fiber breakage

occurred during mixing of fibers with high aspect ratio (as high as

500) resulting in reduction in aspect ratio l53. O'Corinor-' studied the

extent of fiber breakage after both processing and vulcanization and

concluded that fiber breakage and distribution of fiber length occur

in the uncured stock during processing and not during curing. For

certain type of fibers like glass and carbon the fiber breakage was

such that the resulting aspect ratio was too low to give good

performance as reinforcement for rubber4,154. Chakraborty et al. 36

have 0 bserved that an aspect ratio of 40 gave optimum
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reinforcement in XNBR reinforced with short jute fiber. Murty and

De 3S,38 reported that for jute fiber filled rubbers good reinforcement

could be obtained with aspect ratio of 15 and 32 for NR and SBR

respectively.

Correa et al 65 reported that there was a reduction in fiber

length after the incorporation of short carbon and Twaron fibers to

thermoplastic PU. Noguchi et al. 1SS reported that short PET fibers

did not break up during the milling process and they were well

dispersed, but carbon fibers did break up during milling, the fiber

length being reduced to about 150 J.UIl. Short fibers were broken

during the milling process with CR so that the maximum of the

length distribution shifted from 6mm to 1.5-2 mm with short nylon,

cotton and rayon fibers of diameter less than 19 J.im 1S6 . An excellent

treatment on the importance of aspect ratio especially with respect

to the modulus of the matrix is given by Abrate'<'. Senapati et al. 6 7 ,7 3

reported that fiber breakage with synthetic fibers like nylon 6 and

PET during mixing into a rubber on a two roll mixing mill was

negligible. Akthar et al. 1S7 reported that a moderate breakage of

short jute fibers occurs during mixing with NR-PE thermoplastic

elastomer in a Brabender plasticorder. Significant breakage of short

kevlar fibers during mixing in Brabender plasticorder in TPU matrix
was reported by Kutty et al. 6 0 ,15 1, The effect of fiber aspect ratio on

mechanical properties of reclaimed rubber composites was studied

by Zhanxun et al. 158 • Varghese et al.46 reported that an aspect ratio

in the range of 20-60 was sufficient for reinforcement for NR-short

sisal fiber composites. Nagatami et al. 159 reported that PET fibers in

hydrogenated styrene-isoprene-block copolymer, resisted folding

and scission during mixing and the fiber length remained

unchanged. The incorporation of carbon fiber in styrene isoprene

block copolymer and NR-TPE (TPNR) resulted in 30 fold reduction in

aspect ratio as a result of fiber scission during the milling
processvs. 160, Reduction of fiber breakage of carbon fibers in CR was

achieved by cement mixing methodwt. The reinforcement and

orientation behaviour of short nylon fibers in NR, SBR and CR were
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studied with emphasis on the determination of ideal aspect ratio for

fibers86 . Ibarra et al. 54 reported the drastic reduction of the aspect

ratio of carbon fibers during blending in Gummix cylinder mixer. A

series of short fiber reinforced SBR composites were studied by

Prasanthakumar et al. 162 with sisal fibers of different lengths and a

fiber length of 6 mm was found to be optimum. The effect of fiber

breakage and length on melt viscosity of sisal fiber-SBR composite

was also reportedte-.

1.8.2. Fiber Dispersion

One of the major factor which affects the high performance of

the composite is good dispersion of fibers in the matrix. Good

dispersion implies there will be no clumps of fibers in the finished

products, ie., The fiber will be separated from each other during the

mixing operation and surrounded by the matrix. The factors that

affect fiber dispersion in polymer matrices are fiber-fiber interaction,

fiber length and the nature of the fibers. It is mostly influenced by

the amount of fiber. 164 Fibers which break up during the mixing

process can be incorporated at much higher levels (up to 50 phr)

with ease but the resultant composite will be less effective.s

According to Derringer.?? commercially available fibers such as

nylon, rayon, polyester, acrylic flock must be cut into smaller

lengths of approximately 0.4 mm for better dispersion. The

uniformity of fiber dispersion is best for glass, carbon and cellulose

fibers. Aramid and nylon fibers tend to clump together and do not

disperse easily". A pre-treatment of fibers is necessary to reduce the

interaction between fiber and to increase interaction between fiber

and rubber. The pre-treatments include making dispersions and

formation of a soft film on the surface. Leo and Johanson 165

described pre dispersions of chopped polyester, glass and rayon

fibers in neoprene latex for better mixing in to eR or SBR rubber. It

has been reported that cellulose pulp may be dispersed directly into

a concentrated rubber masterbatch or into a final compound, if it is

sufficiently wetted to reduce fiber to fiber hydrogen bonding--".
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Intensive mixing has been done with cellulose fibers in an elastomer

matrix.166-168 Effect of shear rate, ram pressure, fill factor, power

input and mixing time on fiber dispersion were studied. The effect of

fiber dispersion on modulus and strength was studied by Shen and

Rains168. They have stated a dimensionless dispersion number NR,

which is a function of rotor length, rotor diameter, rotor tip

clearance, mixing chamber volume, rotor speed and mixing time,

can be a reliable scale up parameter for short fiber mixing in

polymers. Derringerc- recommended that organic fibers be first

incorporated into a concentrated masterbatch where high shear

force can be established between the aggregates. These can later be

broken down to the desired compound formulation in order to

optimise dispersion. The various equipments do not produce

composites with same degree of uniformity and dispersion.

Goettlert-" and Coranlv? compared the mixing efficiency of various

methods and found milling to be the best based on the properties

measured, though it is a slow operation.

1.8.3. Fiber Orientation

The properties of short fiber polymer composites are strongly

dependent on the fiber orientation distribution. The preferential

orientation of fibers in the matrix is the key to the development of

anisotropy in the matrix. During processing of rubber composites,

the fibers tend to orient along the flow direction causing mechanical

properties to vary in different directionsw. Enormous benefits would

be possible, if methods could be developed for exercising tight

control over the fiber orientation in moldings made from short fib er

polymer composites. The dependence of composite properties on

fiber orientation and alignment is also well docurnentedw.?". Milling

and calendering are perhaps the most commonly used processing

methods in which fibers tend to orient along the mill direction. A

large shear flow during milling forces fibers to orient along mill

directions. For a continuous flow through a fixed mill opening, all

the possible fiber orientation are achieved during the first pass.
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Flow pattern is not expected to change during subsequent mill

passes. A high degree of fiber orientation could be achieved by

repetitive folding and passing through a two-roll mill as reported by

Boustany and Coran Pv. Akthar et al. 44 found a small nip gap and

single pass in the mill to be the best. A rubber mill was used by

Foldif to orient various organic filaments into several types of

rubber stock. Senapati et al.>? reported that two passes through

tight nip gave optimum mechanical properties for short PET/NR

composites. The effect of mill opening and the friction ratio of the

mill and temperature of the rolls on the orientation of short Kevlar

fibers in TPU matrix has been described by Kutty et al. 60 It was

observed that the lower the nip gap, the higher the anisotropy in

tensile strength, implying greater orientation of fibers. The

orientation of short fibers in polymer matrices has reviewed in detail

by McNallytvr.

Goettler and Lambrightw? developed a technique for

controlling fiber orientation in extrusion by the use of an expanding

mandrel die. During calendering the fiber orientation occurs

preferentially in the machine direction. Calendering can achieve

about the same level of fiber orientation in the machine direction as

conventional extrusionw'. Campbellt- reported that when rubber

matrix containing dispersed fibers is made to flow in a non

turbulent manner, the fibers are turned and aligned in the direction

of the 'matrix flow. Goettler et al. 124 described the fiber orientation

under different type of flow, Le. convergent, divergent, shear and

elongational and reported that fibers aligned in the direction of flow

when the flow was convergent type and perpendicular to the flow

direction in a divergent flow. Two passes of short nylon 6 and PET

reinforced NR composites through nip of a small mill is sufficient to

orient most of the fibers in the mill direction67 ,73 .

1.8.4. Fiber Matrix Adhesion

Interfacial bond is known to play an important role in

composites since it is through this interface the load is transferred
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to the fiber. The load transfer is dependent on fiber to polymer

adhesion and the fiber aspect ratio. The adhesion between low

modulus polymer and high modulus fiber prevents the independent

deformation of the polymer at the interface. Different techniques

have been employed to achieve a strong interfacial bond between

fiber and matrix. These include HRH systems, RFL dips, fiber

surface grafting and use of coupling agents.

Studies on the interfacial adhesion with short different fibers

and matrices have been carried out earlier 173·175. The improvement

in reinforcement obtained by enhancing fiber-rnatrix adhesion

through the incorporation of a bonding system has been widely
studied in the case of rubber vulcanizates176.178. Kondo has reviewed

the selection of adhesives for bonding short fib er reinforcements in

SBR and NR compoundsrrv. Derringer?" evaluated the HRH system

with various fibers in nitrile and natural rubber and good adhesion

was obtained. He concluded that the HRH system was not effective

with polyester fibers in any elastomeric matrix. Foldi" applied RFL

dip on nylon fiber in NR-SBR matrix and found the reinforcing

ability actually reduced. O'Connor- compared the HRH system with

RH and hexa methoxy methyl melamine (HMMM) alone in various

short fiber natural fiber composites. Adhesion to textile fibers could

be achieved with HRH system compounded into the rubber stock or

by fiber treatment with either isocyanate based resins or RFL

dips180. It has been reported that the presence of tri-component

bonding system (HRH) is essential for the promotion of adhesion
between fiber and rubber matrix16,36,42,44,181-183. Some researchers

have found that the replacement of silica by carbon black in the tri

component bonding system leads to essentially similar adhesion

leveI4,184. Effect of pretreatment of fiber with polyester amide polyols

and silane coupling agents on the dry and the wet strength of jute

fiber-polyester composite has been studied. The mechanism of

action of coupling agents to improve the fiber-rnatrix interface

properties has been studied by Mukherjea et al.37The role played by

the HRH system in short fiber filled NR/ PE blend was reported by
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Akthar et al. 44. Arumugam et al. 45 reported that HRH system was

effective in improving the adhesion between coconut fiber and

rubber matrix.

The interfacial adhesion between nylon and vinylon short fiber

reinforcements treated by different methods and nitrile rubber and

SBR matrix was studied by Zhou et al. 8 1,82 . Kutty and Nando185 have

reported that chemically treated polyester cord-NR vulcanizates

exhibit lower Goodrich heat build up than untreated PET cord-NR

composites. Also NR matrix compounded with HRH dry bonding

agent gave lower heat generation than even chemically treated fib er

rubber composites owing to better interfacial adhesion between fib er

and matrix. HRH bonding material was effective for short fiber

reinforced butadiene rubber als079 . Ashida.?s in a review has

mentioned about adhesives used for short fibers. Short vinyl fibers

pretreated with silane coupling agents gave good adhesion with

CR104. The effect of surface treatment of nylon short fiber with RFL

bonding agent was analysed for NR and EPDM rubberstw, Owing to

surface treatment, there was some improvement in mechanical

properties. It was more pronounced in the case of NR than EPDM. A

two-component system of resorcinol and hexamethylene tetramine

was found to be better than tri-cornponent HRH system for NR

short sisal fiber compositesss. Acetylation of sisal fiber improved the

properties of the composite. The effect of addition of HRH

system/RH system on the properties of short polyester fiber

reclaimed rubber composites has been reported-w.

To improve adhesion between fibers and NR polyallyl acrylate

was grafted on cellulose fibers by Yano et al. 187. Ibarra188 used 1,4

carboxyl benzene sulfonyl diazide as adhesive agent for PET-SBR

composites and obtained enhanced properties. A strong bond

between PET fiber and isoprene-styrene block copolymer or

butadiene-styrene block copolymer was obtained by surface

treatment of the block copolymer with isocyanate in PhMe

solution-w. The effect of fiber-matrix interfacial adhesion on
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viscoelastic properties of short sisal fiber NR composites was

evaluated by Siby et al. 47. The interfacial adhesion of short nylon

fiber-rubber composite was strengthened by pretreating the fiber by

coagulating a mix of coupling agent or adhesive, fiber and NBR/SBR

latex83. The effect of two component system (resorcinol andhexa) on

NR-short sisal fiber composite was studied in detai1l90. Interfacial

adhesion between coir fiber and NR was improved by treating the

fiber with alkali and NR solution and by incorporating HRH/RH
system48,49.

Suhara et al. 191 reported that in the presence of HRH bonding

system the water liberated during resin formation caused hydrolysis

of urethane linkages and hence HRH system could not be used as

interfacial bonding agent for polyurethane-short polyester fib er

composite. Effect of urethane based bonding agent on the cure and

mechanical properties of short fiber-PU elastomer composites has

been reported192.175. Improvement of interfacial adhesion of poly (m

phenylene isophthalamide) short fiber-thermoplastic elastomer

composite was achieved with N-alkylation of fiber surface 193. Sreeja

et al. 174,194 reported the urethane based bonding agent for short

Nylon-6 reinforced NBR ad SBR rubber composites. Rajeev et al. 195

studied the effect of dry bonding system in improving the adhesion

between fiber and matrix of short melamine fiber -nitrile rubber

composite.

1.9. Applications

Unlike continuous fiber, short fiber can process similar way to

the matrix. The manufacture of articles of complex shape cannot be

easily accomplished with a continuous fiber reinforced elastomer.

On the other hand the preparation of intricate shaped products is

possible with short fibers as reinforcements. Processing of the short

fiber composites can be done by the well known extrusion and

transfer moulding techniques used in the rubber industry. By

adjusting parameters like fiber aspect ratio, adhesion etc. short

fiber composites can replace continuous cord, as they offer
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flexibility in both design and processing besides imparting

advantages in properties. The main application areas for short fiber

composites are in hose, belting, solid tyres and pneumatic tyre

components. Short fiber reinforcements in the production of hoses,

V-belts, tyre tread, spindle drive wheel and complex shaped

mechanical goods have been studied by many workers172,196-198.

An important application that utilizes the full reinforcing

potential of short fibers in a load-bearing application is as a

replacement for continuous cord in rubber hose. The major

advantages associated with short fiber reinforcement are easy

processing, economy and higher production rate. These find

applications in the automotive industry199 as well as for general

purpose utility hoses. Using specially developed extrusion dies

Goettler et al. 172 have aligned the fibers into a predominantly

circumferential dispersion within the tube wall to provide the

necessary burst strength. Iddon-P? discussed an optimum screw

design and extruder head construction for hose manufacturing.

Schroden et al. 201 developed a high-tech hose for a high-tech car

turbo engine.

Power transmission belts, more precisely V-belts, are probably

the earliest practical application of rubber-fiber composites. A V-belt

running over pulleys is subjected to very severe stresses when bent

and flexed at a frequency of thousands of cycles per minute. Tensile

stresses resulting from static tensioning and load transmission are

supported by the textile reinforcing cord. The compressive sidewall

pressures are supported mainly by the base rubber. The ideal

material for this part of the V-belt must exhibit high modulus in the

transverse direction and low modulus coupled with high flexibility

in the axial direction. Such complex properties can best be achieved

in an anisotropic rubber-short fiber composite. The desired

transverse orientation of fibers in the base rubber can be achieved

by constructing the raw V-belt from compounded sheet that was

first calendered to orient the fibers and then rolled up in the 900
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direction. Rogers202 and Yagnyatinskaya et al. 203 discussed the use

of short cellulose fiber along with polyester fibers as reinforcements

for V-belt compounds. Tear resistant short fiber reinforced conveyor

belts were manufactured by Arata et al. 204 • The use of eR reinforced

with aramid short fiber for transmission belts have been discussed

by Ichithani et al. 20 5 .

In tyre, chafing resistance could be improved by adding short

fibers to the surface of the fabric. The apex of radial tyre has been

successfully reinforced with short fibers to give it more stiffness or

rather greater bending resistance. The other areas that have been

identified for short fiber composite compounds in tyres are tread,

belt overlay, tire inner liner and bead wrap. The use of short fibers

in tire treads to improve wear characteristics has received much

attention206 ,20 7 . A reduction in crack propagation rate is obtained

with the addition of 1% cellulose fibers to the tread compound. 206

Improvement in modulus and cut/crack resistance of urethane

rubber was obtained with the inclusion of chopped organic

fibers 208 ,209 . Another application of short fibers in tyres involves the

circumferential reinforcement of the tread to improve strength

against the centrifugal forces developed according to Dubetz2 10

-Marzocchi et al. 2 11 claimed improved tyre stability when a random

short glass fiber mat was incorporated under the tread. Arnhem et

al. 2 12 reported that a small amount of short fibers in the tread of a

truck tyre reduced the rolling resistance considerably. Very little

has been reported on the use of short fiber reinforcement in exterior

panel of automobiles.

The use of fib er reinforcement in dock fenders and methods to

fabricate them have been discussed by Goettler et al. 2 13 . Sheet

roofing can benefit greatly from short fiber reinforcement. Seals and

gaskets are potentially large markets for short fiber reinforcement.

What short fiber reinforcement offers to seals and gaskets IS

excellent creep resistance, especially at elevated temperatures.
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Chopped nylon fibers were used to improve the wear of crepe

shoe soles-!-. The application of cotton or other cellulosic reinforced

thermoplastic polyisoprene as sheeting in shoe constructions was

given by Georgieva et al. 2 15 • Additional applications claimed are2 16

hard roll covers, oil well packings, bearings and bushes. De and co
workers 217,218 investigated the potential of using carbon fibers in

neoprene to shield against electromagnetic interference (EMI) and

found that 30-40 phr carbon fiber loading was sufficient to make

the composite a potential EMI shielding material in the electronic
industry.

1.10. Scope of the Work

The use of short fibers as reinforcing agents in elastomers

opens up a new avenue for the utilization of waste fibers, available

in plenty from fiber and textile industries. Short fibers as

reinforcement in rubber offers substantial improvements in the

mechanical, thermal and viscoelastic properties of the compounded

rubber. These changes - even at low fiber concentrations - go far

beyond the levels obtainable with the rubber industry's traditional

reinforcement, the carbon black.

Although the ultimate properties of the short fiber

reinforcement depend mainly on the fiber orientation, fiber loading

and aspect ratio, the adhesion between the fiber and the matrix

plays a very important role. Load is applied directly to the matrix

rather than to the fiber. For high performance, load must be

transferred effectively to the fibers, which demands a strong fiber 

matrix interface. The various methods used to improve the

interfacial bonding includes usage of adhesive systems, external

bonding agents, coupling agent, pretreatment of fiber, grafting of

fiber and modifying the polymer to provide functional groups that

can bond to the fiber or to the surface coating. The use of wet

bonding system based on resorcinol, formaldehyde and latex and

dry bonding system based on Hexamethylene tetraamine, resorcinol

and silica have been explored extensively. The use of a polar resin
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such as Polyurethane or Epoxy as an interfacial-bonding agent is a

relatively new area. Though, recently, Polyurethane has been used

to improve composite properties, the use of Epoxy resin in short

fiber- rubber composites has not been studied systematically.

Epoxy resin is well known for its adhesive properties.

Development of epoxy based bonding agent for short fiber reinforced

synthetic rubber composites will be highly useful for the rubber

industry. Wide ranges of synthetic rubbers are used for various

applications. NBR and CR are the most commonly used special

purpose rubbers. SBR is a general purpose rubber with wide range

of applications. The short Nylon fiber is a promising reinforcing

agent for these rubbers since they have good strength and cheap.

The present work focuses on the development of an Epoxy based

bonding agent for short Nylon-6 fiber reinforced NBR, CR and SBR

composites and evaluation of the resulting composite with respect

to the processability and important technological properties.

Cure characteristics of the composites with and without

bonding agent provide information on the effect of bonding agent on

the crossliking of the composite. Mechanical properties of the

composite are the determining factor in selecting a composite for

specific applications or end use. A detailed study on the effect of

fiber concentration, fiber dispersion, fiber orientation and fiber 

matrix adhesion on the mechanical properties of the composite have

been carried out.

Tensile fracture surface has been examined under scanning

electron microscope for a thorough understanding of the micro

mechanism of failure. These studies reveal the various failure

modes and fiber orientation in the matrix.

Rheological studies give an idea on the processmg

characteristics of a composite material. Shear viscosity, an

important parameter that influences the processability of the

composite and the die swell of the extrudate products are
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dependent on processing parameters like shear rate, temperature

and the filler loading. It is very important to have knowledge on the

effect of epoxy resin on the shear viscosity, activation energy of flow

and die swell of the composite. Also included are the changes in

these properties in the presence of bonding agent with shear rate,

temperature and fiber content. SEM has been used to investigate
the fiber orientation in the extrudates at different shear rates and

temperatures.

A knowledge of the degradation characteristics of the

composite is important in many applications. The thermal stability

of elastomer may be influenced by the presence of the short fibers

and bonding agent. Thermogravimerty has been used to study the

thermal degradation behaviour of the composite.
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Chapter 2

This chapter deals with the description of the materials used,

the methods of sample preparation and the experimental techniques

adopted in the present investigations.

2.1. Materials

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Rubber (NBR) was supplied by Mjs Apar

Polymers Ltd., India. The sample used was N553 grade with 33%

acrylonitrile content.

Mooney viscosity [ML (1+4) at 100°C] 45

Chloroprene Rubber (CR) (Neoprene rubber) W type used in this

study was manufactured by Mjs Du Pont, USA.

Mooneyviscosity [ML (1+4) at 100°C] 47

Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR synaprene-1502) was obtained

from Mjs Synthetics and Chemicals Ltd., Bareilly.

Styrene content (% by mass) 23.5

Mooney viscosity [ML (1+4) at 100°C] 52

S 392 - 374

3656 - 3886

28.3 kg - 31.5 kg

27.5% - 36.5%

Denier

Short Nylon Fiber (Nylon-6) fibers obtained from Mjs SRF Ltd.,

Chennai was chopped to approximately 6mm. Specifications of

nylon fiber are given below.

Breaking strength

Elongation at break

Twist

2.2. Chemicals

Zinc oxide supplied by Mjs. Meta Zinc Ltd., Mumbai, India had the

following specifications.

Specific gravity 5.5

Zinc oxide content (%) 98

Acidity (% max.) 0.4

Heat loss (2hrs. at 100°C) (% max.) 0.5
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Stearic acid used in the study was procured from M j s Godrej

Soaps Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India. It had the following specifications.

Melting point

Acid number

Iodine number (max.)

Specific gravity

Ash content (% max.)

185-210

9.5

0.85 ± 0.01

0.1

Dibenzothiazyldisulfide (MBTS) with a specific gravity of 1.34 and

melting point 165°C was supplied by Mjs Bayer India Ltd, Mumbai.

Tetramethylthiuramdisulfide (TMTD) with a specific gravity of

1.42 and melting point 140°C was procured from NOCIL, Mumbai,

India.

N-Cyclohexyl-2-benzthiazylsulphenamide(CBS) used in the study

was Santocure CBS, supplied by Mj s Polyolefins Industries,

Mumbai.

Sulphur was supplied by Mjs Standard Chemicals Company, Pvt.

Ltd., Chennai. The specifications of the sample were:

Specific gravity

Acidity (% max.)

Ash (% max.)

Solubility in CS 2 (%)

2.05

0.01

0.01

98

Ethylenethiourea (NA 22), accelerator used in the chloroprene

vulcanization was obtained from Mjs Akrochem Corporation, USA.

Magnesium oxide, MgO (light weight) used in the study was

calcinated lightweight magnesia with a specific gravity 3.6, supplied

by Mjs Merck India Ltd., Mumbai, India.

Epoxy Resin (LAPOX, A31) and Hardener (LAPOX K30) was

obtained from Mj s Cibatul Limited, Gujarat, India.
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Resin : Hardener Ratio

Curing Temperature

Hardener

Weight per Epoxy equivalent

2.3. Processing

2.3.1. Compounding

1:0.5

150°C

Amine type

260

The mixing was done as per ASTM D 3184 (1989) on a two roll

laboratory size mixing mill (150 x 330 mm). Once a smooth band

was formed on the roll, the ingredients were added in the following

order: fibers, activators, resin- hardener mixture, accelerators and

finally sulphur. After complete mixing the stock was passed six

times through the tight nip and finally sheeted out at a fixed nip

gap so as to orient the fibers preferentially in one direction. For NBR

sulphur was added first since solubility of sulphur in NBR is poor.

2.3.2. Cure Characteristics

Cure characteristics at 150°C were determined by using

Goettfert Elastograph Model 67.85. The machine has two directly

heated, opposed biconical dies that are designed to achieve a

constant shear gradient over the entire sample chamber. The

specimen was kept in the lower die, which was oscillating through a

small deformation angle (± 0.2°) at a frequency of 50 oscillations per

minute. The torque transducer on the upper die senses the force

being transmitted through the rubber. A typical cure curve is shown

in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. A typical cure curve

The following data can be obtained from the cure curve.

Minimum torque (Tmin): It is the lowest torque shown by the

mix at the test temperature before the onset of cure.

Maximum torque (Tmax): It is the maximum torque recorded

when curing of the mix is completed.

(Maximum - Minimum) torque: It is the difference between

maximum torque and minimum torque during vulcanization. It

represents improvement m the degree of crosslinking on

vulcanization, i.e. it is a measure of final cross link density of the

vulcanizate.

Scorch time (TlO): It is taken as the time for 10% rise in torque

from the minimum torque.

The optimum cure time T90: Corresponds to the time to achieve

90% of maximum cure which was calculated using the formula

Torque at optimum cure = 0.9 (Tmax- Tmin) + Tmin

where Tmax and Tmin are the maximum and minimum torques,

respectively.
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Cure rate: Cure rate is the rate at which crosslinking and

development of stiffness of the compound occur after the scorch

point. The slope of the steepest portion of the cure curve is taken as

the cure rate.

2.3.3. Vulcanization

Test specimens marked with the mill grain direction were

vulcanized at 150 ± 2°C and at a pressure of 180kg/cm2 in an

electrically heated hydraulic press to their respective cure times.

For thicker samples, sufficient extra cure time was given to obtain

satisfactory mouldings. Mouldings were cooled quickly in water at

the end of the curing cycle and stored in a cold dark place for 24

hours and were used for subsequent property measurements.

2.4. Physical Properties

The vulcanizates were tested for different mechanical

properties according to the relevant ASTM standards. Mechanical

properties like tensile strength, tear strength, elongation at break,

heat build up and abrasion resistance were tested using samples

with the fibers oriented along (Longitudinal direction) and across

(Transverse direction) the sample length. Schematic representation

of fiber orientation in different test samples is given in figure 2.2.

For ageing studies, the samples were kept in an air oven for 48

hours at 100°C (ASTM 573 - 88). The properties were measured

after 24 hours on the completion of ageing.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of fiber orientation

2.4.1. Tensile Strength, Modulus and Elongation at Break

Tensile properties were measured using Shimadzu Universal

Testing Machine Model AG-I 50 KN according to ASTM D 412.

Samples were punched out from the moulded sheets both along and

across the grain direction with a dumb-bell die (die El. The grip

separation speed was 500 mm/min. The ultimate strength,

modulus at different elongations and ultimate elongation were

noted.

2.4.2. Tear Strength

The tear strength was determined using Shimadzu Universal

Testing Machine Model AG-I 50 KN according to ASTM D 624 (die

Cl. The samples were punched from the moulded sheets along and
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across the direction of fiber orientation. The test speed was 500

mm/min.

2.4.3. Hardness

The hardness of the sample (Shore A) was determined using

Zwick 3114 hardness tester according to ASTM D 2240 - 86.

Samples having dimensions of 12 mm diameter and minimum 6

mm thickness were used. A load of 12.5 N was applied and the

readings were taken 10 seconds after the indentor had made a firm

contact with the specimen.

2.4.4. Abrasion Resistance

Abrasion resistance of the samples was measured using a DIN

abrader based on DIN 53516, both in the longitudinal and

transverse directions. Samples having a diameter of 12 ± 0.2 mm

and a thickness of 16 - 20 mm was placed on a rotating holder and

a load of ION was applied. A pre-run was given for conditioning the

sample and the sample weight was taken. Weight after the test was

also noted. The difference in weight is the weight loss of the test

piece after its travel through 40 m on a standard abrasive surface.

The results were expressed as volume loss per hour.

V= L\M x 27.27

P

where V= Abrasion loss in cm3/hr, fJ. M = mass loss and p = density

of the sample.

2.4.5. Rebound Resilience

Rebound resilience was determined by vertical rebound

method according to ASTM D 2832 - 88. In this method, a plunger

suspended from a given height (400 ± l mm] above the specimen

was released and the rebound height was measured. The resilience

scale was marked in 100 equally spaced divisions and hence the

rebound height is equal to the resilience (%).
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2.4.6. Heat Build Up

Heat build up was tested using Goodrich Flexometer as per

ASTM D 623 - 78 method A. The samples were 25 mm in height and

19 mm in diameter. The oven temperature was kept constant at

50°C. The stroke was adjusted to 4.45 mm and the load to 10.05

kg/cm2 . The samples were preconditioned at the test temperature in

the oven for 20 minutes prior to the test. The heat development at

the base of the sample was sensed by a thermocouple and relayed

to a digital temperature indicator. The temperature rise (~roC) at

the end of the specific time interval was taken as the heat build up.

For fiber filled samples, where the test could not be completed to

the standard test time of 20 minutes, due to premature sample

failure, the value before the blown out were taken.

2.4.7. Compression Set

Compression set at constant strain was measured according to

ASTM D 395 - 86 method B. Samples with 6.25 mm thickness and

18 mm diameter were compressed to constant strain (25%) and kept

for 22 hours in an air oven at 70°C. At the end of the test period the

test specimens were taken out, kept at room temperature for 30

minutes and the final thickness was measured. The compression

set in percentage was calculated as follows.

T-T
Compression set (%)= I f x 100

Tj - T,
2.1

where T, and T f are the initial and the final thickness of the specimen

respectively and T, is the thickness of the space bar used.

2.4.8. Density

Density of the samples was measured as per ISO 2781 method

A. Weight of the sample in air and water was taken. Density of the

sample was calculated as
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Density = WJ x D
W2

where,

W1 weight of the sample in air

2.2

o =

loss of weight in water

density of water, (1 glee)

2.5. RHEOLOGY

The mixes were prepared as per ASTM 0 3182 (1989) on a

laboratory size two roll mixing mill. The compounding temperature

was kept below 90°C by passing water through the mill rolls.

Rheological studies were carried out using a capillary

rheometer attached to a Shimadzu Universal Testing Machine model

AG-I 50 KN. A capillary of L/O 10 and an angle of entry 90° was

used. The measurements were carried out at various shear rates

ranging from1.6 to 831.2 S·I. The temperature difference between

different zones was kept minimum. Small strips of composites were

placed inside the barrel and warmed for a minute. Then they were

forced down with a plunger attached to the moving crosshead. The

height of the melt in the barrel before extrusion was kept constant

in all runs. The experiments were carried out at six different shear

rates obtained by moving the cross head at pre - selected speeds (1

to 500mm/min). The force corresponding to different plunger

speeds was recorded. The true shear stress was calculated as!

PR
't w =-

2L

where 't w is the shear stress of the wall, P is the pressure drop, L is

the length of the capillary and R is the radius of the capillary.

Apparent shear rate, shear rate at wall and viscosity were calculated

using the following equations
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32Q
ya

TCd~

Yw =
(3n'+Ivt,

4n'

Lw
11

Yw

where, '[« is the apparent shear rate (S-I); Q is the volumetric flow

rate [mm> S-I); de is the diameter of the capillary (mm); Yw is the

shear rate at wall (S-I) ; n' is the flow behaviour index, and TJ is the

shear viscosity (Pa.s)

n' was calculated by linear regression from log (1:w ) and log (Ya).

The extrudates emerging from the capillary were collected with the

utmost care to avoid any further deformation and the diameters

were measured after a relaxation period of 24 hrs. The die swell was

calculated as the ratio of the diameter of the extrudate to that of the

capillary (de/de).

Relative Viscosity (11r) was calculated by using the following equation

11r =~
llo

where 11b is the viscosity of the mixes with bonding agent and 110 is

the viscosity of the mixes without bonding agent.

Relative Die swell ratio (Or) was calculated by using the following

equation

where Db is the die swell ratio of the mixes with bonding agent and

Do is the die swell ratio of the mixes without bonding agent.
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Relative Activation energy was calculated by using the following

equation

AAr = _b

Aa

where Ab is the activation energy of the mixes with bonding agent

and Aa is the activation energy of the mixes without bonding agent.

2.6. Thermal Analysis

Thermogravimetric analyses of the gum and composites were

carried out on Universal V3 2B TA Instrument with a heating rate of

10°Cjmin under nitrogen atmosphere. The following characteristics

were determined from the thermogravimetric curves: the

temperature of onset of degradation, the temperature at peak rate of

decomposition, the peak rate of degradation and the weight of

residue remaining at 600°C. Using Freeman - Carroll equation, the

order of the degradation reaction of the composite was calculated.

2.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopic studies were carried out using

SEM Model No S 360, Cambridge Instruments, U.K. To study the

failure mode, the surfaces were carefully cut from the failed test

specimens without touching the fracture surface and were sputter

coated with gold. The orientation of the samples was kept constant

in a particular mode of failure.
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SECTION A. PART (I)

NBR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

Nitrile rubber is a speciality synthetic rubber, having excellent

oil and gasoline resistance due to the presence of polar acrylonitrile

group. It is widely used in oil delivery hoses, gaskets, diaphragms,

sealants etc. Because of its low gum strength and poor mechanical

properties, NBR is usually reinforced with black fillers. Short Nylon

fibers with good strength make an excellent reinforcing material for

NBR. Nylon short fiber is also a waste product of textile industries

and hence the method is cost effective and environment friendly.

The properties of short fiber containing composites depend

critically on fiber content, orientation, aspect ratio and fiber- matrix

interface bond strength. In this section, the results of investigations

on short Nylon fiber - NBR composite are described.

Table 3.A.l.l gives formulation of the mixes. The details of

preparation of the mixes, determination of cure characteristics,

moulding and testing are given in Chapter 2.

Table 3.A.1.1. Formulation of the mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D

CR 100 100 100 100

Short Nylon fiber 0 la 20 30

Zinc oxide - 4 phr, Stearic acid - 2 phr, MBTS - 1 phr, TMTD - 1.8

phr & Sulphur- 0.7 phr are common to all mixes.

3.A.l.1 Cure Characteristics

A plot of minimum torque versus fiber loading is shown in

Figure 3.A.1.1. Minimum torque increases linearly with fiber

content, indicating that processability of the composite is adversely

affected. The presence of fibers restricts the flow of the matrix

causing higher minimum torque.
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(Maximum- Minimum) torque Increases linearly with fiber

concentration, indicating the formation of more restrained matrix in

the case of composites (Figure 3.A.l.2.).
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Figure a.A.I.I. Variation of minimum torque with fiber concentration
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Figure 3.A.1.2. Variation of (maximum-minimum)

torque with fiber concentration

Scorch time decreases from 2.9 min at 0 phr fiber loading to

1.7 min at 30 phr fiber concentration (Figure 3.A.1.3.). Cure time is

reduced as fiber concentration increases (Figure 3.A.IA.) and cure
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rate is increased with fiber content (Figure 3.A.1.5.). These results

show that Nylon-6 fibers are accelerating cure reaction. Similar

results have been reported earlier".
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Figure 3.A.1.5. Variation of cure rate with fiber concentration

3.A.l.2 Mechanical Properties

The variation of tensile strength with fiber content is shown in

Figure 3.A.1.6. The tensile strength in longitudinal orientation of

fibers increases with fiber concentration. More restrained matrix is

formed in the presence of fibers thereby increasing the tensile

strength. At any fiber loading the tensile strength in longitudinal

direction is higher than that in transverse direction. The growing

crack can easily pass through the fiber matrix interfaces when the

fibers are oriented transversely, resulting in easy failure of the

sample under tension, resulting in lower tensile strength values. In

the transverse orientation of fibers the tensile strength is not much

improved with fiber concentration.
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Modulus at 20% elongation increases with fiber concentration

In longitudinal direction of fibers (Figure 3.A.1.7.) while In

transverse orientation offibers it remains more or less constant.
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Figure 3.A.I.7. Variation of modulus with fiber concentration

Variation of elongation of break with fiber concentration IS

shown in Figure 3.A.l.8. Elongation at break at longitudinal

direction shows a drastic decrease at 10 phr of fiber loading and

remains more or less constant with further increase in fiber
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concentration. Similar trend was observed in transverse direction

also. At any fiber loading, elongation at break is more in transverse

direction than in longitudinal direction. This is in agreement with

earlier reportsv-'.
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Figure 3.A.lo8. Variation of elongation
at break with fiber concentration

Tear strength increases with fiber concentration In both

longitudinal and transverse orientations of fibers (Figure 3.A.1.9.).

As fiber concentration increases, there is more and more hindrance

to the propagating tear by the fibers and hence improvement in tear

strength. The tear strength in longitudinal orientation of fiber is

higher than to the transverse direction and the effect is more

prominent at higher fiber loading. In the case of transversely

oriented fibers, most of them being parallel to the propagating crack

front, they offer less resistance to propagating tear and hence lower

tear strength values. Similar results were reported in the case of

short polyester fiber - NR cornposites-.
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Hardness increases with fiber concentration (Figure 3.A.1.10.).

Resilience, a measure of elasticity of the matrix, decreases with

increase in fiber concentration (Figure 3.A.1.11.). This may be

attributed to the change of energy loss at the fiber matrix- interface.

Higher the fiber loading higher is the interface area and hence
higher is the loss of energys,
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Figure 3.A.l.l0. Variation of hardness with fiber concentration
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Compression set shows an increase with fiber concentration

(Figure 3.A.1.12.). This is consistent with the observed lower

resilience values of the composite.
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Figure 3.A.1.12. Variation of compression set with fiber concentration

The variation of abrasion resistance with fiber concentration is

shown in (Figure 3.A.1.13.). The abrasion loss in longitudinal

direction decreases with fiber concentration, indicating the

formation of more restrained matrix in the case of composite. In the
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transverse direction the abrasion loss remains more or less

constant with fiber content. At any fiber loading abrasion loss is

more in transverse orientation of fibers. In transverse direction the

fibers get debonded and separated from the matrix more easily

during abrasion.
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Figure 3.A.1.13. Variation of abrasion loss with fiber concentration

Heat build up increases with fiber content in both orientations

of fibers (Figure 3.A.1.14.). The higher generation of heat lead to the

premature failure of 30 phr fiber loaded sample. Heat build in

transverse direction is higher than that in longitudinal orientation

of fiber. In samples with longitudinally oriented fibers, buckling of

fibers lead to absorption of greater part of applied stress in stress

strain cycle. There is, thus, less residual energy to dissipate as

heat. In transverse direction, buckling of fibers does not occur, and

less amount of applied stress is absorbed leading to generation of

more heat. Similar results were reported in the case of short Nylon

reinforced NRjWTR compositess.
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3.A.l.3 Ageing Resistance

Percentage retention In tensile strength with fiber
concentration is shown in Figure 3.A.1.15. All the compounds show

more than 100% retention after ageing. This indicates that the
tensile strength is improved on ageing. This can be attributed to a
post curing effect, as the cure pattern of NBR is a marching cure.
The retention in tensile strength increases as fiber concentration
increases in both transverse and longitudinal directions.
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Figure 3.A.1.1S. Variation of percentage retention in

tensile strength with fiber concentration
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SECTION A. PART (11)

NBR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

WITH EPOXY RESIN AS BONDING AGENT

Properties of short fiber - elastomer composites critically

depend upon the interfacial bonding between fiber and the matrix.

External bonding agents are widely used to improve fiber - matrix

interface. Kondo reviewed the selection of adhesives for bonding

short fiber styrene - butadiene rubber and natural rubber". The

effect of urethane resin based bonding agent on short polyester fiber

reinforced polyurethane rubber composite was studied by Suhara et

al-. Rajeev et al. studied the effect of dry bonding system in

improved adhesion between fiber and matrix of short melamine fiber

-nitrile rubber composites. Epoxy is well known for its adhesive

nature and its potential as bonding agent in short fiber composites

has not been explored yet.

This section contains the results of studies on the effect of

epoxy based bonding agent on the cure and mechanical properties

of short Nylon- 6 fiber reinforced NBR composite. Resin

concentration is varied from 0 to 5 phr and the fiber concentration

from 0 to 30 phr.

Formulation of the test mixes are given in the Table 3.A.2.l.

Sample preparation and the various test methods are detailed in

chapter 11.

Table 3.A.2.1. Formulation of mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C 0 E F G H I J K L

NBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 to 3..0 30 0 :10 ~O 30 0 '0 c1.0 ~
Resin* 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

* Epoxy resin formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and
amine type hardener; (Zinc Oxide - 4 phr; Stearic acid -2 phr; Sulhur 
0.7phr; MBTS - 1phr; TMTD -1.8 phr are common to all mixes)
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3.A.2.1 Cure Characteristics

The variation of minimum torque with resin concentration at

various fiber loading is shown in the Figure 3.A.2.1. The minimum

torque shows only a marginal increase with increasing resin

concentration for all fiber loading (0-30 phr). This indicates that the

processability of the composite is not much affected by the

incorporation of the resin. Similar results have been reported earlier

in the case of short polyester fiber - polyurethane elastomer

composite with urethane bonding agents.
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Figure 3.A.2.1.Variation of minimum torque with resin concentration

On introduction of the resin, the (Maximum -Minimum) torque

increases for all fiber loadings (Figure 3.A.2.2.). This may be due to

the better interaction of fib er and matrix in the presence of epoxy

resin. At 5 phr resin loading there is a minor decrease in the

(Maximum -Minimum) torque values.
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Figure 3.A.2.3.shows the variation of scorch time with resm
content at different fiber loadings. Scorch time decreases sharply
when resin is introduced for all fiber concentration and further
increase in resin concentration causes only a slight decrease.
Scorch time decreases from 2.9 to 1.7 s when fiber concentration
was increased from 0 to 30 phr in the absence of resin. But in the
presence of 5 phr resin content, all fiber concentration have almost
same scorch time (0.8 s).
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In the case of gum compound there is a drastic reduction in the
cure time on the introduction of the resin and on further increase,
the cure time levels off (Figure 3.A.2.4.). This indicates that resin is
interacting with the curatives and accelerating the cure reaction.
There is also a corresponding rise in the cure rate (Figure 3.A.2.5.).
In the case of composites, the cure time is increased at higher resin
content, the effect being more prominent at higher fiber loading.
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3.A.2.2. Mechanical Properties

The variation of tensile strength with resin concentration at

various fiber loading in longitudinal and transverse orientations of

fiber is shown in Figure 3.A.2.6a. and Figure 3.A.2.6b., respectively.

It is found that in the case of 30 phr fiber loaded composite, a resin

concentration of 5phr (mix I) gives maximum tensile strength. A

similar trend is shown by the 10 phr fiber loading also. This

indicates that the epoxy resin is an effective interfacial bonding

agent for this composite. There is marginal reduction in tensile

strength for 20 phr fiber loaded composite.
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Figure 3.A.2.6a. Variation of tensile strength (Longitudinal)

with resin concentration

In all the cases tensile strength in longitudinal direction is

more than in transverse direction (Figure 3.A.2.6b.). In the

transverse direction the fibers are less effective in restraining the

matrix.
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Figure 3 .A.2 .6c. shows the SEM photomicrograph of the
tensile fracture surfa ce of gum vulcanizate. The fracture surface is
smooth with no crack propagation lines. This pattern is typi cal of
weak matrices .

Figure 3 .A.2.6c. SEM photomicrograph of tensne fracture

surface of mix A loriginal magnification xl00; marker 200~)

Figures 3.A.2 .6d . & 3.A.2 .6e. show the SEM photomicrographa
of tensil e su rface of the 10 phr fiber loaded sample containing 5 phr
epoxy res in as bonding a gent (Mix J ) in longitudinal orien tation of
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fibe rs and Figu re 3 .A.2 .6f.& Figure 3 .A.2 .6g. are that of the 10 phr
fiber loaded compou nd withou t resin (Mix B).

Ficure 3.A.2.6d. SEM photomicrocraph of tensUe fracture surfac e of
mbr: J with fiben oriented in lon&ltudinal direction (original
ma&nificaUon .100j marker 200",,)

FI(Ure 3.A.2.6e. SEM photomicrograph of t ensUe fracture surface
of mbr: J with fiben oriented in loncltudinal direction (original

macnlficaUon .500j marker 50",,)

Large number of fiber ends and Iiber pulled ou t holes are
visible in the case of Mix J . The fibers are seen to be more firmly
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adhered to the ma trix. It can also be observed that the fibers
protruding out in the case of Mix J are n ot clean. Some portion of

matrix is s ticking to the surface of the fibe r . Bu t in the ca se of mix

D the fiber surface is smooth, clean and matrix is less mu ti la ted .

This sugges t better fiber - ma trix interfacial bondin g in the presence

of res in and supports the higher tensile strength of Mix J com pared
to that of mix B.

Figure 3. A.2 .6 l . SEM photomicrograph oC tensne fracture su rface oC

mix B with fibe n oriented in longitudinal direction (original
magnification xl00; marker 20 0j.1)

Th e ten sil e fracture su rface of rmx L with fibers in the

transverse direction is shown in Figure 3 .A.2 .6h. The fibers orie nted
in the h orizon tal p lane are clearly visible in the figure. The channels

formed by the fiber removal during fracture can be seen in the

figure. Thi s indicates that the fracture occurs by in terface fai lure.
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Ffrure 3.A.2 .6e. SEM ph ot omfcroerap h of tenslle fracture . urface of

mbr: B with fiben oriented iD lODeftudlDal directioD (orielDal

maeDiflcatioD ..5 00; marker 50JI)

Figure 3 .A.2.6h. SEM photomicrograph of tensDe fracture
surface of mix L with flben oriented in transvene direction

(original magnlflcatlon xlOO; marker 20011'

Modulu s a t 20% elongation in longitudinal orientation of fiber
increa ses as resin concentration increa ses for 30 ph r fiber loading,
indicating better restraining of the matrix by the improved fiber 
matrix in terfacial bond in the presence of resin (Figure 3:A.2 .7a .l.
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For 0 to 20 phr fiber loading the modulus rernams more or less

constant with resin concentration. Modulus in the transverse

direction does not show much variation with resin content for all

fiber concentrations (Figure 3.A.2.7b.).
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The variation of elongation at break (EB) with resin
concentration in longitudinal and transverse orientations of fiber is
shown in the Figure 3.A.2.8a & Figure 3.A.2.8b., respectively. In the
case of composite, the EB is marginally increased at higher resin
loading. As the fiber concentration increases, the effect of resin
loading on elongation at break becomes insignificant and the EB
remains constant at all the resin loading. This may be attributed
partly to the plasticizing effect of resin in the composites. At lower
fiber loading the resin is in excess at 5 phr level.
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Figure 3.A.2.8a. Variation of elongation at break
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Variation of tear strength with resin concentration in both
longitudinal and transverse directions is shown in Figure 3.A.2.9a.
and Figure 3.A.2.9b., respectively. Tear resistance decreases when
resin is introduced to 30 phr fiber loaded composite and on further
rise in resin concentration, the tear resistance remains unchanged.
Tear strength is not much affected by the addition of resin in the
case of composites having fiber loading 0 to 20 phr.
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Hardness improves marginally with res in concentratio n for

composites with different fiber loadings (Figu re 3 .A.2. 10.). It

remains more or less constant in the case of gum co m pound .

Resilience, an indication of material elasticity, shows a

margin al decrease with resin concen tration for all fiber loading

(Figu re 3 .A.2 .11.). Res ilience decrea ses as fiber concentration

increases. The dissipation of energy a t fiber - ma trix interface

results in lower resilien ce value in the case of composite . The

com pression set values increase with res in concentration for al l

fiber concentration (Figure 3 .A.2 . 12 .). This is in agreement with

decreased res ilience values.
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Figure 3.A.2.10. Variation of hardness with resin concentration
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Figu res 3 .A.2 . 13a. & 3 .A.2. 13b. sh ow the variation of abrasion
los s with re sin concentration in longitudinal and transverse
orientations of tiber , respectively. Abrasion resis tance is im proved in
the presence of res in . Up to 3 phr resin load ing abrasion loss
decreases in bo th lon gitudinal and transverse direct ion s for all fiber
concentrations, indicatin g the formation of a good in terfacial
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bon ding between fibe r and matrix, which res is t the debonding of
fiber,
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But fu rther increase in resin con tent shows an increase in
abrasion loss at lower fiber concentrations (0 to 20 ph r] in both
transverse an d longitu dinal directions while a t 30 ph r fiber loading
abra sion loss decrea ses with res in concentrations. At lower fiber
loading resin is excess at 5 phr level.
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Figure 3 .A.2.13b. Variation of ab rasion loss

ITransverse) with resin concentratloD
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The variation of h ea t build up with resm concen tration for
various fiber loading in longitudinal and transverse directions is

s hown in the Figure 3 .A.2 .14a. and Figure 3 .A.2 .1 4b ., respectively.

Heat build decreases with resin conten t in both longitudinal and
transverse di rections in the case of gum co mpou nd.

r-:r---- - - - - - - - - - --,
~ 20s
~ 15,
~ 10
~

1 5

o
o 10 20 30

Fiber content (phr)

I c o pIlr resin C 3 ptv resin C 5 phrresin I
Figure 3 .A.2.14a. Variation of heat bulld up

(Longit udi nall with resin concen t ration .

Heat build u p regis ter s an increase wh en resin is introd uced in

the case of composite s . Heat build up in the transverse di rection is

higher than th at in th e longitudinal direction for composites. In

samples with longitudin al ly oriented fibera, bu ckling of Iibera lead

to a bsorption of great part of ap plied s tress in the stress - strain

cycle. Th ere is thu s , les s re sidual energy to dis si pa te as heat. In the

transverse direction bu ckling of fiber s does not occu r, and h ence

hea t generation is h igher.
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Figure 3 .A.2.14b. Variation of heat buUd up

(Transverse) with rea in concentration

3 .A.2.3 Ageing Resistance

Percen tage retention in tensile strength decrea ses a s resin
conten t increases in the case of 30 phr fiber loaded com posite In

lon gitu din al direction (Figu re 3.A.2 .15a .). This may be due to
weakening of the inte rfacial bonds during a geing.
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Figure 3 .A.2.15a. Variation ofperc:entage retention in tensile

strength (Longitudinal) with fib er loading
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In the transverse direction the percenta ge retention in tensile
s tren gth is higher (Figu re 3.A.2 .15b.). In longitudinal d irection the
stress is taken up by th e fiber through fiber matrix interface. So if
the interface ge t weakened, the effective toad transfer is not
possibl e. But in the case of transverse direction the matrix takes up
the stress.

·- - - - -- l

••

o 10 20 30
Aber content (phr)

I rnOphrresin C 3 pttr resin 05 ptv tesin I
Figure 3 .A.2.15b. Variation of percentage retention In tensile

strength (Transverse) with fiber loadlne:
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SECTION B. PART (I)

CR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

Chloroprene rubber is a highly versatile synthetic rubber. Being

polar, CR has better resistance to mineral and vegetable oils and fats.

It also has excellent flame, weather and ozone resistance. In contrast

to most synthetic rubbers, unfilled chloroprene exhibit high tensile

strength. Short fibers can impart many desirable properties to rubber

articles, up to now unobtainable with traditional reinforcements.

Short fibers can improve thermomechanical properties of the

composites and reduce the cost of fabrication.

A systematic study of the cure characteristics and the

mechanical properties of chloroprene rubber containing different

levels of short nylon fibers are discussed in this section.

Table 3.B.1.1. gives formulation of the mixes. The details of

preparation of the mixes, determination of cure characteristics,

moulding and testing are given in Chapter 2.

Table 3.B.!.l. Formulation of the mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D

CR 100 100 100 100

Short Nylon fiber 0 10 20 30

Zmc OXide - 5 phr, Stearic acid - 1 phr, MgO - 4 phr & Ethylene thiourea 

0.5 phr are common to all mixes.

3.B.I.I. Cure Characteristics

Figure 3.B.1.1 shows the variation of minimum torque with

fiber loading. The minimum torque increases with fiber

concentration indicating that the processability of the composite is

affected in the presence of fibers.
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The (maximum - minimum) Torque values increases from

0.285 N.m at 0 phr to 0.607 N.m at 30 phr fiber, indicating a more

restrained matrix in the case of composites (Figure 3.B.1.2.)
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Figure a.B.1.!. Variation of minimum torque with fiber concentration
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Figure 3.B.1.2. Variation of (maximum - minimum)

torque with fiber concentration

Variation of scorch time with fiber concentration is shown in

the Figure 3.B.1.3. Scorch time reduces marginally from 1.9 to 1.8

min on introduction of fiber, thereafter it remains constant with
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fiber content. Scorch safety is not much affected by the presence of

fibers. Cure time is marginally increased with fiber concentration

(Figure 3.B.1.4.) Cure rate increases marginally on introduction of

fiber, afterwards it remains more or less constant
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Figure 3.B.1.3. Variation of scorch time with fiber concentration
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Figure 3.B.1.5. Variation of cure rate with fiber concentration

3.B.1.2. Mechanical Properties

The variation of tensile strength with fiber concentration is

given in Figure 3.B.l.6. The tensile strength in the longitudinal

direction shows a minimum value at 10 phr fiber loading, beyond

which it increases with fiber content. At 10 phr, the reinforcing

effect of fiber is insufficient to compensate for the dilution effect

brought by the fibers and hence tensile strength decreases. As fiber

concentration increases matrix is restrained and effective

functioning of fibers as reinforcing agents can take place resulting

in higher tensile strength. In the transverse direction, the tensile

strength drops with fiber concentration upto 10 phr and it increases

marginally thereafter. This is due to the weakening of the rubber

matrix by the presence of transversely oriented fiber. Similar results

have been reported beforert.
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Figure 3.B.1.6. Variation of tensile strength with fiber concentration

Figure 3.8.1.7. shows the variation of modulus at 50%

elongation with fiber concentration in longitudinal and transverse
orientations of fibers. The modulus at 50% elongation increases
with fiber concentration in both longitudinal and transverse
directions of fibers indicating formation of more restrained matrix in
the presence of fibers. Modulus is higher for longitudinal direction
of fib er at all fiber loading.
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Figure 3.B.1.7. Variation of modulus with fiber concentration
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The elongation of break decreases sharply on introduction of

fiber and with further increase in fiber concentration it remains

more or less constant (Figure 3.B.1.8.). The fibers inhibit the

orientation of molecular chains, and, hence, the ultimate elongation

decreases drastically on introduction of fibers>,
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Figure 3.B.I.S. Variation of elongation at break with fiber concentration

The variation of tear strength with fiber concentration of the

composites is given in Figure 3.B.1.9. Tear strength increases with

fiber concentration in both longitudinal and transverse directions of

fibers .. The fibers hinder the propagation of crack front, thereby

increasing the tear resistance. At any given fiber loading, the mixes

with longitudinal fiber orientation show higher tear strength than

mixes with transverse direction. Fibers are oriented parallel to the

crack front in the transverse direction and hence offer less

resistance to the propagation of crack, resulting in lower tear

strength when compared to longitudinal orientation of fibers.
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Figure 3.B.1.9. Variation of tear strength with fiber concentration

Hardness remams more or less constant with fiber

concentration (Figure 3.B.1.10.). Rebound resilience increases with

fiber concentration (Figure 3.B.1.11.). The short fibers restrain the

matrix and the resilience is improved in the case of composite.
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Figure 3.B.l.IO. Variation of hardness with fiber concentration
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Figure 3.B.l.ll. Variation of resilience with fiber concentration

The compression set is increased when fiber is introduced to

the matrix; afterwards it remains more or less constant (Figure

3.B.1.12.). This trend is in contrast to the pattern observed in the

case of resilience. This is because, the compression set test is

conducted at elevated temperature where as the resilience is a room

temperature test. Similar results have been reported earlier-.
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Figure 3.B.1.12. Variation of compression set with fiber concentration
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Abrasion loss of the fiber filled samples are lower than that of

the gum compound (Figure 3.B.1.13.). This again confirms the

formation of more restrained matrix in the presence of fibers.

Samples with transversely oriented fibers show higher abrasion loss

than the samples with fibers oriented along the direction of

abrasion. This is because the fibers are more easily debonded when

oriented perpendicular to the direction of abrasion.
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Figure 3.B.1.13. Variation of abrasion loss with fiber concentration
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Heat build up shows an increase with increase in fiber

concentration in both longitudinal and transverse direction (Figure

3.B.1.14.). Heat build up is not much influenced by the orientation

offiber.

3.B.1.3. Ageing Resistance

Percentage retention m tensile strength with fiber
concentration is shown in Figure 3.B.1.15. The tensile strength of
gum compound is deteriorated to 60% of its original value after
ageing. All the composites show more than 100% retention m
tensile strength.
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Figure 3.B.1.15. Variation of percentage retention in tensile
strength with fiber concentration

The retention in tensile strength is improved substantially on

introduction of fibers and further increase in fiber concentration it

remains more or less constant. This is due to the better fiber matrix

interface formation after ageing. The retention in tensile strength is

found to be higher for longitudinal orientation of fibers.
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Chapter 3.8.2

SECTION B. PART (11)
CR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES WITH

EPOXY RESIN AS BONDING AGENT

Interfacial bond is known to play an important role in short

fiber composites since this interface is critical in transferring the

load from the matrix to the fiber. Several methods are used to

improve fiber matrix adhesion. Rajeev et al. studied the effect of dry

bonding system in improving adhesion between fiber and matrix of

short melamine fiber -nitrile rubber composite". This section

discusses the results of investigation of epoxy resin as bonding

agent for chloroprene -short Nylon fiber composites. Resin

concentration was varied from 0 to 5 phr for all fiber concentration.

Formulation of the test mixes are given in the Table 3.8.2.1.

Method of preparation and procedure adopted for the determination

of cure characteristics and mechanical properties of the mixes are

given in the chapter n.

Table 3.B.2.1. Formulation of the mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A 8 C D E F G H I J K L

CR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 la 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Resin* 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

* Epoxy resin formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and amine
type hardener. (Zinc Oxide-Sphr; Stearic acid-lphr; Magnesium oxide-4phr
Ethylene thiourea-0.5phr are common to all mixes)

3.8.2.1 Cure Characteristics

The variation of minimum torque with resin content for

various fiber loading and gum vulcanizate is given in the Figure

3.8.2.1. With increasing resin content minimum torque increases,
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indicating a more restrained matrix. In the absence of resin, the

minimum torque is increased from 0.0317 N.m to 0.1406 N.m when

the fiber loading is increased from 0 to 30 phr. While in the

presence of 5 phr resin, the corresponding improvement is from

0.0273 N.m to 0.206 N.m indicating a better fiber matrix interaction

in the presence of resin.
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Figure 3.B.2.1. Variation of minimum torque with resin concentration

(Maximum - minimum) torque for various fiber loading and

resin content is plotted in the Figure 3.B.2.2. On introduction of

resin, A'l'm decreases for all fiber loading but on further increase in

resin to 5 phr, an increase in torque is observed for higher fiber

loading. The reduction of (Maximum - minimum) torque in the case

of gum compound in the presence of resin indicates the adverse

effect it has on the cure reaction. The lower LlTm values indicate low
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fibers. Similar result in the case of short nylon fiber reinforced SBR

-WTR composite with urethane based bonding agent has been

reported by Sreeja & Kutty-.
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Figure 3.B.2.2. Variation of (maximum - minimum)
torque with resin concentration

Scorch time increases with resin content in the case of gum

compound (Figure 3.B.2.3.). In the case of fiber - containing mixes,

the scorch time decreases with resin content, the effect being more

pronounced at higher fiber loading. At any resin loading, the scorch

time is lower in the presence of nylon fibers. The early start of the

cure reaction, as indicated by the lower scorch time, points to

positive contribution of the nylon fibers to the cure reaction. Similar

results in the case of short Nylon fiber - NBR rubber composite have

been reported earlier>.
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Cure time increases with resin content and stabilizes around 3
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phr (Figure 3.8.2.4.). At 5 phr of resin all the mixes show the same
cure time. The increased cure time is also reflected as reduced cure
rate (Figure 3.B.2.5.). The contribution offibers to the cure is also
evident from the figure. All the mixes containing short fibers show
higher cure rate at all resin loadings.
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3.B.2.2. Mechanical Properties

Variation of tensile strength with resm concentration for

composite containing different fiber loadings is given in Figure
3.B.2.6a. & Figure 3.B.2.6b. Tensile strength increases with
increasing resin content for all mixes, the effect being more
significant at higher fiber loading (Figure 3.B.2.6a.). In the case of
gum compound the tensile strength changes from 6.51 to 7.96 Mpa
only in the presence of 5 phr resin, where as the change is from
21.28 to 37.32 Mpa in the case of mix containing 30 phr offiber. It
shows that optimum concentration of the resin required for

improved strength is a function of the fiber loading. The improved

strength in the presence of bonding agent indicates that the resin
improves the fiber -matrix interfacial bond, there by permitting
better transfer of load to the fibers. In the transverse orientation of
the fibers, the tensile strength shows only marginal increase with
increasing resin loading (Figure 3.B.2.6b.). The effect of increasing
the fib er content at any resin loading is not as apparent as in the
case of longitudinal orientation. This is because, in the transverse
orientation, the load is primarily supported by the matrix. Hence in
this case, all the composites show almost the same pattern as the
gum compound.
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Figure 3.B.2.6a. Variation of tensile strength (Longitudinal)
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Figure 3.B.2.6b.Variation of tensile strength (Transverse)

with resin concentration

The SEM photomicrographs of the tensile fracture surface of

the 30 phr fiber loaded sample containing 5 phr epoxy resin as

bonding agent (Mix L) in longitudinal direction is shown in Figure

3.B.2.6c. and Figure 3.B.2.6d. Figure 3.B.2.6e. and Figure 3.B.2.6f.

show the SEM photomicrographs of the tensile fracture surface of
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the 30 phr fibe r loaded sample with out resin (Mix Dl. It can be
clearly seen from the figures that the matrix is more mutilated in
the case of mix L indicating that the matrix is more s trained during
te nsile fracture compared to mix D. It can also be observed that the
fibers protruding out in mix L are not smooth and some portion of
matrix is sticking to the surface of the Iiber,

F igure 3.B.2.6c. SEM photomicrograph or tell8Ue rracture surrs ce or
m ix L with fiben oriented in longitudinal direction (original
magnification xl00; marker 200j.1)

Figure 3.B.2.6 d . SEM photomicrograph or tensne rracture surface or
m ix L with fib en oriented in longitudinal direction (original
magn ifi ca tion x500; marker 50",,)
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But in the case of mix D the surface is smooth. clean and
matrix is less mutilated. These su ggest a s tronger Iiber - matrix
interfacial bonding in the presence of resin and support the higher
tensile strength of mix L compared to mix D.

Fieure 3 .B.2.6e. SEM photomicrograph of tensile fracture surface of
mix D with fiben oriented in longitudinal direction (original

magnificatioD 'll00; marker 200).1)

Figure 3 .B.2.6(. SEM photomicrograph or tensile fracture su n ace ol
mix D with fiben oriented in longitudinal direction (original
magnification 'l5OO; marker 50).1)
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The tensile fracture surface of mix L with fibers in the

transverse direction is shown in Figure 3 .B.2.6g. The fibers oriented

in the horizontal plane are clearly visible in the figure. The channels
formed by the fiber removal during fracture can be seen in the figure

while in longitudinal direction (Figure 3 .B.2 .6c.) holes are formed due

to fiber pull ou t. This indicated that in transverse direction fiber 
matrix interface failure is causing the tensile fracture.

Figure 3 .B.2.6g. SEM photomicrograph of tensUe fracture surface of
mix L with flben oriented in transverse direction (original

magnification xlOO; marker 200Il)

Variation of elongation at break with resin content is shown in
Figure 3 .B .2 .7a. and Figure 3. B.2.7b . Elongation at b reak of the

gum com pou nd decreases with in crea se in resin loading whereas it
is marginally incre a sed in the case of fiber - filled samples. In al l the

cases, the composite shows significantly low elongation at break
values co mpared to the gum compound. Similar behaviour is al so

observed in the transverse orientation of fibers.
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Figure 3.B.2.7b. Variation of elongation at break
(Transverse) with resin concentration

Modulus at 50% elongation at various resin ratios for
composites containing different fiber loading is shown in the Figure

3.B.2.8a. and Figure 3.B.2.8b. Modulus at 50% elongation (E50)
shows no significant changes with increasing resin content at lower
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fiber loadings. In the case of mix containing 30 phr fiber there is

marked increase in E50 when the resin loading is 5 phr.
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Figure 3.B.2.8a. Variation of modulus (Longitudlna1t
with resin concentration
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Figure 3.B.2.8b. Variation of modulus (Transverset with
resin concentration

In the transverse orientation of fibers again the modulus (E50)

IS more or less constant with increasing resin content (Figure
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3.B.2.8b) except for 30 phr fiber loading where a marginal decrease
is observed. At all fiber loading, E50 in the transverse orientation of
fibers is lower than that of the longitudinal orientation. At all resin
loading the E50 is increased with fiber loading

The variation of tear strength of the composite with different

fiber loading and with different resin concentration is shown in the

Figure 3.B.2.9a and Figure 3.B.2.9b. Tear strength increases as

resin concentration increases for all the composite with different

fiber loading in both longitudinal and transverse directions. Tear

strength is not affected by the presence of resin in the case of gum

compound in both longitudinal and transverse direction. The tear

strength increases as fiber content increases. The rise in tear

strength of composite with increase in resin content is more

prominent as fiber concentration increases, especially in the

longitudinal orientation of fiber. This again confirms a better

bonding between fiber and matrix in the presence of resin.
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Figure 3.B.2.9a. Variation of tear strength (Longitudinal)

with resin concentration.

The tear strength in the longitudinal direction is higher than

the tear strength in transverse direction. In the transverse direction
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fibers are parallel to the crack front and hence the crack
propagation cannot be arrested effectively resulting in lower tear
strength when compared to longitudinal direction.
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Figure 3.B.2.9b. Variation of tear strength (Transverse)
with resin concentration

The variation of hardness with increase in resin concentration for
different fiber loading of the composite is shown in Figure 3.B.2.10.
Hardness is only marginally affected by the presence of resin.
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Figure 3.B.2.10. Variation of hardness with resin concentration
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Resilience increases with fiber loading (Figure 3. B.2 .11.).
Resilience increases with resin content at lower fiber loading. At 30
phr fiber, however there is a marginal reduction in the resilience
with resin loading. Compression set is higher for samples
containing resin. The resin softens under elevated test
temperatures and permits irreversible flow of the matrix under load
(Figure 3.8.2.12),
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Figure 3.B.2.11. Variation of resilience with resin concentration
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Variation of abrasion loss with resin concentration for different
fiber loading of the composite and gum compound is shown in Figure
3.B.2.13a. and Figure 3.B.2, 13b. Abrasion resistance is improved
with an increase in fiber concentration in both longitudinal and
transverse directions.
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Figure 3.B.2.13a. Variation of abrasion loss (Longitudinal)

with resin concentration
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Figure 3.B.2.13b. Variation of abrasion loss (Transverse)

with resin concentration.
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Abrasion loss decreases as resin concentration increases for all
fiber loadings of the composite in both longitudinal and transverse
directions. This again confirms a strong bonding between the fiber
and matrix. At any fiber and resin concentration the loss in
transverse orientation is higher than loss in longitudinal orientation
of fibers.

Heat build up increases as resin concentration increases for all

fiber loadings and the gum compound (Figure 3.B.2.14a & Figure

3.B.2.14b) in both longitudinal and transverse directions. In the

absence of resin all fiber loading have almost same heat build up in

both transverse and longitudinal directions. But as resin content

increases, the rise in heat build up as fiber concentration increases

from 0 to 30 phr, incresaes. Buckling of fibers lead to absorption of

a greater part of applied stress in the stress-strain cycle and hence

less residual energy to dissipate as heat. In the presence of resin,

the buckling of the fibers will be less due to good bonding of the

fiber and matrix, as a result less amount of applied stress is

absorbed leading to more heat build up.
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--+- 30 phr fiber

.......... 10 phrfiber
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Figure 3.B.2.14a. Variation of heat build up (Longitudinal)
with resin concentration
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Figure 3 .B.2.14b. Variation of heat build up (Transverse)
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3 .8.2.3. Ageing Resistance
The ageing resi stance of the mixes was studied and the

percentage retention of properties after ageing for 48 hrs at 70°C is
given in the Figure 3.B.2.15a & Figu re 3 .B.2.15b. The percentage
retention in tensile strength both in longitudinal and traverse
direction s increases as fiber is introduced to the matrix.
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The retention of tensile s trength of composite decreases sharply
as the resin content increases to 3 phr and levels off on further
increase to 5 phr. But in the gum compound the re is a rise in
percentage retention in the presence of resin . This indicates that
interfacial bonding between fiber and matrix is weakening to some
extent on ageing.
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Figure 3 .B.2 .1Sb. Variation of percentage retention in tensile
strength (Transvene) with fiber loading
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SECTION C. PART (I)
SDR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIDER COMPOSITES

SBR, a general purpose synthetic rubber is widely used in

products such as tyres and belts, is much superior to NR with

respect to ageing and ozone resistance. However cuts and cracks

are faster in SBR than in NR. SBR is also characterized by relatively

high hysteresis and poor resilience. The abrasion resistance of SBR

is as good as that of natural rubber or slightly better. The major

draw back of SBR is its poor gum strength. Reinforcing SBR with

short Nylon fibers will improve its mechanical properties.

In the present section, the variation of cure and mechanical

properties of short Nylon -6 fiber - Styrene butadiene rubber

composite with fiber concentration and orientation is described.

Fiber content is varied from 0 to 30 phr.

Table 3.B.1.l gives formulation of the mixes. The details of

sample preparation and experimental techniques are described in

Chapter 2.

Table 3.B.1.1. Formulation of the mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D

SBR 100 100 100 100

Short Nylon fiber 0 la 20 30

Zinc oxide - 5 phr, Stearic acid - 1.5 phr, CBS - 0.8 phr, TMTD - 0.2 &

Suplhur - 2 phr are common to all mixes.

3.C.l.l. Cure Characteristics

The variation of minimum torque with fiber content is shown

m Figure 3.C.1.1. The minimum torque increases with fiber

concentration upto 20 phr fiber loading and then almost levels off

on further increase in fiber concentration. The processability of the

composite is affected in the presence of fibers.
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Figure 3.C.I.I. Variation of minimum torque with fib er concentration

The (maximum - minimum) torque values increase from 0.486

N.m at 0 phr to 0.833 N.m at 30 phr fiber, indicating a more

restrained matrix in the case of composites (Figure 3.C.l.2.). Similar

results have been obtained in the case of NBR short Nylon -6 and

CR short Nylon -6 composites (Sections 3.A.I. & 3.B.I., respectively)
,-------------------------------,

5 10 15 20 25
Fiber content (phr)

30

Figure 3.C.1.2. Variation of (maximum - minimum)

torque with fiber concentration
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Variation of scorch time with fiber concentration is shown in
the Figure 3.C.1.3. Scorch time decreases with fiber concentration.
There is a reduction in cure time with fiber concentration as shown
in Figure 3.C.l.4.
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Cure rate increases as fiber concentration increases (Figure

3.C.1.5.). This may be attributed to the possible degradation of the

Nylon fibers at the curing temperature. The amine functionality of
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the degradation products can accelerate the cure reaction. Similar

results have been reported in the case of Nylon -6 reinforced NBR

composites".
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Figure 3.C.l.S. Variation of cure rate with fiber concentration

3.C.l.2. Mechanical Properties

The variation of tensile strength with fiber content is shown in

Figure 3.C.1.6. The tensile strength in longitudinal direction

increases as fiber concentration increases. Similar results were

obtained in the case of Nylon -6 reinforced NBR composites also

(Section 3.A.I.I). SBR and NBR are low gum strength matrices,

which do not undergo strain induced crystallization; hence no

dilution effect is observed as in the case of CR - short Nylon -6

'composite (Section 3.B.I.). Tensile strength remains more or less

constant with fiber concentration in the transverse orientation of

fibers. Tensile strength in longitudinal direction is higher than that

in transverse direction. In longitudinal direction the fibers are

aligned in the direction of stress applied, so more effective in

hindering the growing crack front and hence higher tensile strength

in that direction. This is in agreement with earlier results obtained

in the case of SBR - short jute fiber composites.
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Figure 3.C.1.6. Variation of tensile strength with fiber concentration
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Figure 3.C.1.7. Variation of modulus with fiber concentration

Modulus at 20% elongation in longitudinal direction increases

with fiber concentration upto 20 phr fiber loading and remains

almost constant on further increase in fiber concentration to 30 phr

fiber (Figure 3.C.1.7.). Modulus at 20% elongation remains more or

less constant with fiber content in the transverse direction of fibers.
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The variation of ultimate elongation with fiber concentration is

shown in Figure 3.C.1.8. There is sharp reduction in ultimate

elongation on introduction of fibers and the values tend to stabilize

on further increase in fiber concentration. In the case of

composites, the matrix is more restrained and the failure is initiated

at multiple points, resulting in lower elongation at break values. At

any fiber loading, ultimate elongation values are higher in the

transverse direction. Similar results have been reported earlier-:".
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O~---__r_---_...,.----,..._---__j

o

! -+- Longitudinal _ Transverse :
L- _~

Figure 3.C.l.S. Variation of elongation at break with
fiber concentration

Tear strength in longitudinal direction increases with fiber

concentration (Figure 3.C.1.9.). As fiber concentration mcreases,

there will be more hindrance to crack propagation. There is a

marginal increase in tear strength with fiber content in transverse

direction. At any fiber loading tear strength in longitudinal

direction is more than that in the transverse direction. In transverse

direction fibers are parallel to the crack front and offers less

resistance to the propagation of tear.
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Figure 3.C.1.9. Variation of tear strength with fiber concentration

50

Hardness decreases on introduction of fiber and levels off on

further increase in fiber concentration (Figure 3.C.1.10.). Resilience

increases when fiber is introduced to the matrix and tends to

stabilize on further increase in fiber concentration (Figure 3.C.1.11.)

Similar results were reported earlier!.
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Figure 3.C.l.I0. Variation of hardness with fiber concentration

Compression set decreases with fiber concentration (Figure

3.C.1.12.). This is in agreement with the increased resilience values.
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Figure 3.C.1.12. Variation of compression set with fiber concentration

Abrasion resistance increases as fiber concentration increases

in both longitudinal and transverse orientations of fibers, indicating

the formation of more restrained matrix in the case of composites

(Figure 3.C.1.13.). At any fiber concentration the loss is higher in

transverse direction than in longitudinal orientations of fibers. The

fibers are easily debonded from the matrix when they are arranged

transversely and hence higher loss in that direction.
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Figure 3.C.l.13. Variation of abrasion loss with fiber concentration

Heat build up increases as fiber concentration increases in

both longitudinal and transverse direction. Samples with

transversely oriented fibers have less heat build up when compared

to sample with longitudinal oriented fiber. The vulcanizates, which

are stiffer in the direction of stress experience higher stress for a

given strain and generate more heat since the dissipation of energy

depends upon both stress and strain amplitudes. The stiffness of

composites with longitudinally oriented fibers is higher than the

stiffness of the composites with transversely aligned fibers, in the

direction of stress. Thus heat build up is less for composites with

transversely oriented fibers. Similar results have been reported by

Sreeja et al and DasS-5 •
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Figure 3.C.1.14. Variation of heat build up with fiber concentration

3.C.I.3. Ageing Resistance

All the mixes show a drop in tensile strength after ageing in both
longitudinal and transverse directions. Composites register less

retention in tensile strength compared to the gum compound. Retention
in tensile strength is not much influenced by orientation of fibers.
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SECTION C. PART (11)

SBR-SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES WITH
EPOXY RESIN AS BONDING AGENT

Although the ultimate properties of the short fiber

reinforcement depend mainly on the fiber orientation, fiber loading

and aspect ratio, the adhesion between the fiber and the matrix

plays a very important role. External bonding agents are used to

improve fiber matrix interface in short fiber composite. In this

section the investigation of epoxy resin as bonding agent for short

Nylon -6 reinforced SBR composite is reported.

Formulation of the test mixes are given in the Table 3.C.2.1.
Method of preparation, procedure adopted for the determination of

cure characteristics and mechanical properties of the mixes are

given in chapter 11.

Table 3.C.2.1. Formulation of the mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D E F G H I J K L

SBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Resin* 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

* Epoxy resin formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and

amine type hardener; (Zinc oxide - 5 phr, Stearic acid - 1.5 phr, CBS - 0.8

phr, TMTD - 0.2 phr & Suplhur - 2 phr are common to all mixes).

3.C.2.1 Cure Characteristics

Minimum torque decreases marginally as the resin

concentration increases for all fiber concentration of the composite,

the effect being more pronounced at lower fiber loading (Figure

3.C.2.1.). The processability of the gum and composites is not

much affected in the presence of resin. At all resin concentrations,

as fib er content increases minimum torque increases.
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The variation of (maximum - minimum} torque (L\T} is shown

in Figure 3.C.2.2. A sharp fall in L\T is observed on introduction of

resin. But further increase in resin concentration causes only

marginal reduction in L\T. The epoxy resin is showing a plasticizing

effect on the matrix rather than a bonding action in SBR.
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Scorch time decreases sharply on introduction of resin to the

gum compound. Further increase in resin concentration causes

only marginal decrease in scorch time (Figure 3.C.2.3). Composites

also follow similar trend as that of gum compound; but reduction in

scorch time is less in the case of composites when compared to the

gum compound. At higher resin concentration all the mixes show

more or less similar scorch time.
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Figure 3.C.2.3. Variation of scorch time with resin concentration

Cure time increases with resin concentration for all fib er 

containing mixes. In the case of gum compound introduction of

resin causes a reduction in cure time and further increase in resin

causes an increase in cure time (Figure 3.C.2.4). Resin is

interacting with the curatives and retarding the cure reaction,

which is confirmed by the reduction in the cure rate in presence of

resin (Figure 3.C.2.5).
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3.C.2.2. Mechanical Properties

The variation of tensile strength with resin concentration m
longitudinal and transverse orientations of fiber is shown in the
Figures 3.C.2.6a. and 3.C.2.6b., respectively. Tensile strength of the
gum compound increases with resin concentration, indicating the
formation of more restrained matrix in the presence of resin. There
is a reduction in tensile strength with resin concentration for
composites in both longitudinal and transverse directions. Epoxy
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resin being polar in nature, has strong adhesion to the nylon fiber
but cannot bind to the non polar SBR matrix. Hence it weakens
fiber matrix interface leading to lower tensile strength.
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Figures 3 .C.2 .6c. & 3.C.2. 6d. show the SEM photomicrographs
of ten sile su rface of the 30 phr fiber loaded sample containing 5 phr
epoxy resin a s bonding agent (Mix L) in longitudinal direction of
fiber orien tatio n . Figures 3 .C.2 .6e. & 3 .C.2.6f. are the SEM of 30
phr fiber loaded com poun d with out resin (Mix D).

Figure 3 .C.2 .6 c . SEM photomicrograph of tensne fracture surface of
mix L with fibera oriented in longitudinal direction (original
m agnificatio n x l OO; marker 200)!1

Fi gu re 3 .C.2.6 d . SEM photomicrograph of tensile fracture surface
of mix L with fib en oriented in longitudinal direction loriginal
m agnification x 500; marker 50)!1
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Fipre 3.C.2.6e . SEM photomicrograph of tensUe lracture su rface of

mix D wi th fibe ra orien ted iD longitudinal direction (original

ma&:nificaUon xlOO; marker 200J.1)

Figure 3 .C.2.6f. SEM photomicrograph of tensUe fracture su r face of

mix D with fibera oriented in longitudinal direction (original

ma&:nlflcaUon xSOO; marker SOJ.1)

It can be seen from the figure s that there are more fiber ends

protruding and fibe r pulled ou t holes in the case of mix 0 and fibers
are more firmly adhere to the matrix. It can also be observed that
the fibers protruding out in mix 0 are not clean and smooth. Some
po rtion of matrix is sticking to the surface of the fiber, Bu t in the
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case of mix L the fiber su rface are relatively smooth, clean and
matrix is less mutilated. These suggests that the fibe r - matrix
interface is weakened in the presen ce of resin. which is reflected in
the lower ten s ile strength of mix L compared to mix D.

The tensile fractu re su rface of mix 0 with fibers in the
transverse direction is shown in Figure 3 .C.2.6g. The fibers oriented
in the horizontal plane are clearly visible in the figure. The channels
formed by the fiber removal during fracture can be seen in the
figure . This indicates that in transverse orientation of fibera, ma trix
- fiber interface failure is initiating the tensile fracture .

Figure 3.C.2.6g. SEM photomicrograph of tensile fracture surface of
mix L with fibers oriented in transvene direction (original
magnification xl00; marker 200J,l)

The variation of modulu s at 20 % elongation with resin
concentration in lon gitu dinal and transverse orientations of fiber is
shown in Figures 3.C.2 .7a. and 3.C.2.7b., respectively. In the case
of gum compound modulus increases marginally with resin
concentration . Modulus at 20 % elongation in longitudinal
orientation of fiber decreases with resin concentration for
composites (Figu re 3 .C.2.7a.). Modulus at 20 % elongation in
transverse orientation of fiber remains almost constant when resin
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is introduced; but further rise in resin content modulus decreases

marginally.
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Figure 3.C.2.7a. Variation of modulus (Longitudinal)
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Elongation at break increases with resin concentration for fiber

loading from 0 to 20 phr in longitudinal direction (Figure 3.C.2.8a.). In
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the case of 30 phr fiber loaded composite EB remams more or less

constant. EB increases with resin content for all fiber concentrations

in the transverse orientation offiber (Figure 3.C.2.8b.).
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Figure a.C.2.Sa. Variation of elongation at break
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Variation of tear resistance with resin concentration at various
fiber loading in the longitudinal and transverse directions is shown
in the Figures 3.C.2.9a. and 3.C.2.9b., respectively. Tear resistance
increases with resin concentration for gum compound, indicating
the formation of more restrained matrix in the presence of resin.
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Tear resis tance decrea ses as resin concentration increases for
com po sites , the effect being more pronou nced at hi gher fiber
loa ding. This shows that the fiber ma trix in te rface is weakened in
the presence of res in .

There is not mu ch variation in hardness with resin concentration
for all composites with different fiber loading (Figure 3.C.2 .10.).
Resilience shows a slight decrease with resin concentration for all
composites (Figure 3 .C.2 .11.).
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Figure 3.C.2.10. Variation of hardness with resin concentration
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Compression set increases with resin concentration for all
composites (Figu re 3 .C.2 .12.). This is in agreement with the decreased
value of resilience.
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Figure 3 .C.2. 12 . Variation of compression set with resin concentration

Variation of abrasion resis tance with res in concentra tion a t
various fibe r load in g in the longitud in al and transverse d irections is

shown in the Figure s 3 .C.2. 13a . and 3 .C.2 .13b. respectively . In the

ca se of gu m co mpoun d abrasion loss register s con siderable
red uction with increase in resin concentra tion . Abra sion loss in

longitudin al orien tation of fiber is showin g a margin al ri se with

resi n con cen tration for al l fiber loadin g. In transverse orientation of
fiber , the ab ra sion loss shows sligh t decrea se at 3 ph r resin

concen tration for lower fiber loadings (10 to 20 phr) (Figure

3 .C.2 . 13a.). But on fu rther increase in res in concen tration shows a

sharp ri se in abra s ion loss for fiber co ncen tration . Th is shows that

epoxy resin is weaken ing the fiber matrix bond in g.
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Heat build up in the longitudinal direction increases with resin

concentration for all the mixes, the effect being more prominent at

higher fib er loading (Figure 3.C.2.14a.). In the transverse
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orientation, the heat build up increases on introduction of resin

after wards it remains more or less constant (Figure 3.C.2.14 b.].
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3.C.2.3. Ageing Resistance

Percentage retention in tensile strength after ageing at 70°C is
more with resin than without resin. In longitudinal direction, the
percentage retention in tensile strength increases up to 3 phr resin
concentration and shows a decreasing tendency at higher resin
concentration (Figure 3.C.2.15a.). In transverse direction percentage
retention increases as resm concentration increases for all
composites (Figure 3.C.2.15b.).
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Chapter 4.A.l

SECTION A. PART (I)
NBR- SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

Since many of the processing steps in modern polymer
industry such as milling, extrusion, calendering and moulding
involve flow of polymer; an understanding of the rheological

characteristics of the composite is essential. The rheological
behaviour of polymer melts prescribes the choice of processing
conditions and influences the morphology and mechanical
properties of the final product. The need for rheological studies and
its importance in selection of processing conditions were pointed
out by Brydson-. Several studies on the rheological characteristics
of short fiber reinforced polymer melts were reporteds-s. This section

deals with the rheological characteristics of short Nylon fiber
reinforced acrylonitrile butadiene rubber with respect to the effect of
shear rate, fiber concentration and temperature on shear viscosity
and die swell.

Formulation of mixes is given in Table 4.A.1.1. These mixes
were prepared as per ASTM D 3182 (1989) on a laboratory size two
roll mixing mill.

Table 4.A.l.1 Composition of mixes (parts by weight)

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D

NBR 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 10 20 30 I

2nO 4 4 4 4

Stearic acid 2 2 2 2

Rheological studies were carried out using a capillary
rheometer attached to a Shimadzu Universal Testing Machine Model
AG-I 50 KN. A capillary of LID 10 and an angle of entry 90' was
used. The measurements were carried out at various shear rates
ranging from 1.6 to 831.2 S-I. Detailed description of experimental
techniques are given in chapter n.
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4.A.1.1. Effect of Shear Rate and Shear Stress

Figures 4.A.1.1- 4.A.1.3 show the variation of viscosity with

shear rate of all the mixes at 80, 90 and 100 "C, respectively. In all

the cases it is seen that the viscosity decrease almost linearly with

shear rate in the shear rate range studied, indicating a

pseudoplastic behaviour of the composite.
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Figure 4.A.1.1. Shear viscosity versus shear rate at 80°C
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The reduction in viscosity with increasing shear rate may be

arising from the molecular alignment during flow through the

capillary. The fact that the pattern is also observed in the case of

fiber filled mixes indicates that the fibers, while restricting the free

flow of the melt, also get aligned in the direction of flow.
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Figure 4.A.1.3. Shear viscosity versus shear rate at lOO·C

This is evident from SEM photomicrograph of extrudates of

mIX D. The Figures 4.A.1.4a and 4.A.1.4b show the fractured

surfaces of extrudates of mix D at shear rates 1 s: and 100 st,

respectively at 100°C. Higher level of orientation at higher shear

rate is evident from figure 4.A.1.4b. The cut ends of the fibers

oriented along the flow direction is clearly seen in the figure.

Similar results in the case of short polyester fiber polyurethane

elastomer composite have been reported by Suhara et a15-6 .
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Figure 4.A.l.4a. SEM photomicrograph of the brokeD surfa ce of the
extrudate of mm D; Shear rate !a-I and temperature 100°C (original

maeDificatlon '1200; marker 200~)

Fieure 4.A.l .4b. SEM photomlcroeraph or the broken .urface of the

extrudate of mm Dj Shear rate 100. -1 and temperature 100°0 (orielnal

maeDificatlon '1200; marker 200J,L)

Plots of shear viscosity versus shear stress also show similar
patterns but with marked difference a t higher shear s tresses.
(Figures 4.A.1.5 - 4 .A.1.7) . All the plots show significant d rop in
viscosity a t shear stress beyond! MPa.
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The point at which the sudden drop occurs is shifted to higher

shear stress values in the case of fiber filled samples. For the gum

compound it occurs at 1.35 MPa at 80°C whereas for the 30 phr

fiber filled sample the corresponding value is 2 MPa at 80°C. The

sudden drop at higher shear stress values also indicates probable

plug flow at higher rates of flow.
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The point of inflection is plotted against the corresponding

fiber loading in Figures 4.A.1.8a and 4.A.1.8b at 80 and 90°C,

respectively. It is observed that there is a linear relationship

between the onset of plug flow and the fiber content at both the

temperatures. This is because with increasing fiber content the

melt viscosity is increased. With high melt viscosity the material

slips at the wall and the stress is relieved. Figure 4.A.1.9a is the

SEM photomicrograph of mix D at 80°C at a shear rate of 1S·1 and

Figure 4.A.1.9b is the SEM of mix D at the drop shear rate, viz.SOO

S-1 at 80°C. Scanning Electron Micrograph of the extrudate at the

plug flow region (Fig. 4.A.1.9b) shows that there is relatively lower

fib er orientation compared to the extrudate of the lower shear stress

region (Fig. 4.A.1.9a). The extent of drop is reduced with increasing

temperature. This may be because the chance of plug flow is lower

when the sample becomes softer at elevated temperature. This is

also evident from the fact that the gum compound with relatively

lower viscosity shows no evidence of plug flow at 90 and 100°C.
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Ffture 4.A.l .9a. SEM photomicrograph of the broken surface of the

extrudate of mix D; Shear rate la·1 and temperature 80°C (original

maglliflcatJon x200; marker 2001l)

Fipre 4.A.1.9b. BElli photomicrograph of thc brokcn surface of the

extrudate of mix Dj Shear rate 500•.1 and tempcrature 80°C (original

magnification x200; marker 2001l)

4 .A.1.2. ElTect of Fiber Content

From Figu res 4 .A.l. l- 4 .A.1.3, it can be seen tha t viscosity is
increased when fiber is introdu ced to the matrix at all

temperatu res. The presence of fiber res trict s the molecu lar mobility
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under shear, resulting in higher viscosity. Viscosity increases as

fiber concentration increases up to 20 phr fiber loading. Further

increase to 30 phr fiber concentration there is not much increase in

viscosity especially at lower temperatures and lower shear rates. As

the shear rate increases, the increase in viscosity with fiber

concentration decreases and at higher shear rate of 831.2 S-l all the

mixes are showing almost same viscosity. This means the effect of

fiber on shear viscosity is prominent at lower shear rates only. This

is in agreement with the earlier observationst-s.

4.A.1.3. Effect of Temperature

Figures 4.A.1.10 & 4.A.1.11 show the variation of shear

viscosity with shear rate for mixes A & D, respectively at various

temperatures. As the temperature increases the viscosity decreases

for both the mixes at all the shear rates studied. The effect of

temperature on the viscosity is found to be dependent on the shear

rate. In the case of gum compound, at lower shear rates, the

viscosity drops from 5.003 Pa.s to 4.907 Pa.s as the temperature is

changed from 80 to 100°C while at higher shear rate all the

viscosity values tend to merge to a common point. This trend seems

to be more pronounced in the case of fiber filled sample. The

changed temperature sensitivity of the composite is also reflected in

the activation energy values calculated (Table 4.A.1.2).

In the case of gum compound the log viscosity decreases from

5.003 to 4.907 Pa.s at a lower shear rate of 1.6 S·l (Fig. 4.A.1.10).

But as the shear rate increases the drop in viscosity with

temperature decreases and shows almost constant values at a shear

rate of 831.2 S-l at all temperatures. In the case of 30 phr fiber

loading (Fig. 4.A.l.ll) the log viscosity decreases from 5.288 to

5.096 Pa.s at a lower shear rate of 1.6 SI. But as the shear rate

increases, the drop in viscosity with temperature decreases more in

the mix D.
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4.A.l.4. Activation Energies

The activation energies of mixes A to 0 are given in the Table

4.A.1.2. Activation energies were calculated from the Arrhenius

plots of viscosity and temperatures at different shear rates. The

activation energy of flow is reduced in the presence of fibers. The

higher temperature sensitivity of flow of rubber matrix is reduced in
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the presence of fibera especially at higher fiber loading. Similar
result s have been reported earlier". The activation energy of al l the
melts decreases as shear rate increases. This indicates that the
temperatu re sensitivi ty of the gu m and composite melts are also
shear dependent and the sensitivity 1S less at higher shear rates.

Table 4 A 1 2 Activation energies or OOW or mixes A·D (Ked/ m oll. . ..
Mixes

Shear rates (S-I)

16.6 83.1 166.2
A 6.0 4.2 4.0
B 4.6 4.3 3.0
C 5.4 5.0 4.7

0 3.7 1.5 0.51

4 .A.1.5. Flow Behaviour Index

Fig. 4 .A. l . 12 shows flow beh aviour indices of mixes A to D at
different te mperatu res . It is found that for all the mixes flow
behaviou r increases as tem perature increases indicatin g th at th e
mel t becomes more Newtonian in nature as the temperatu re is
increased.
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. '· ,2 02
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I ~ O;~
I i.i: 0.05
! 0

80 90
TemperatLKe (.C)
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I O OPhr f.ber 1!I 10 phr f ibef D 20 pht fibef 0 30 plY fber !

Figure 4 .A.l.12. Flow behaviour in dex versus temperature
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Introduction of the fiber reduces Newtonian behaviour as

indicated by the lower n' values. But at higher fiber loading and

higher temperatures, the n' value of composite melts approaches to

that of gum compound.

4.A.1.6. Die Swell

Table 4.A.1.3 gives the die swell ratio of the gum and fiber

filled mixes at different temperatures and shear rates. In the case of

gum compound there is not much variation in die swell with shear

rate. But as temperature increases the die swell ratio is found to

decrease. The swelling of polymer melts on emerging from extrusion

is due to the recovery of the elastic deformation occurred during

flow. At higher temperature the stored- up elastic energy is less,

which results in lower relaxation after extrusion. Die swell shows a

sharp fall by the addition of fiber and the die swell ratio less than 1

at higher fiber loading. The reduction in the die swell in the

presence of fiber has been reported earlier3 •7 •8 • The reduction in die

swell with fiber loading may be due to the irreversible orientation of

the fibers in the matrix.

Table 4.A.1.3. Die swell ratios of mixes A-D at different temperatures

Mix Temperature Shear rates [s 1)

(0C) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

90 1.428 1.357 1.428 1.571 1.428 1.714

A 100 1.212 1.428 1.381 1.428 1.428 1.571

90 1.061 1.061 1.061 1.061 1.212 1.212

8 100 1.214 1.428 1.381 1.428 1.428 . 1.571

90 1.093 0.937 1.041 1.015 1.094 0.989
C 100 0.882 0.882 1.029 1.029 1.029 1.029

90 0.968 0.860 0.968 0.968 1.129 1.129
D 100 0.9559 0.882 1.029 1.029 0.980 0.931
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SECTION A. PART (11)

NBR - SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

WITH EPOXY RESIN AS BONDING AGENT

A thorough knowledge of the flow characteristics of the

polymer melt is essential as processing in most cases involves flow

of the material. The effect of interfacial bond on the rheological

characteristics was studied by many workers 1·3.

This section describes the studies on the shear viscosity and

die swell of short Nylon fiber reinforced Acrylonitrile Butadiene

rubber containing epoxy resin as bonding agent with respect to

shear rate, temperature and fiber concentration.

Formulation of mixes is given in Table 4.A.2.1. Detailed

description of experimental techniques adopted for the study is

given in chapter Il,

Table 4.A.2.1. Composition of mixes (parts by weight)

I

Mix No.
I

Ingredients A B C 0 Aa Ba Co I Do

I NBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

I Nylon I 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30l

Epoxy resin* 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0

ZnO 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Stearic acid 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 i
*Epoxy resin formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin

and amine based hardener.

4.A.2.1. Effect of Shear Rate and Shear Stress

The variation shear viscosity with shear rate for the mixes A-O

at 80, 90 and 100 °C IS shown in figures 4.A.2.1.
- 4.A.2.3., respectively. In all the cases it is seen that the viscosity
decreases almost linearly with shear rate in the shear rate range
studied, indicating a pseudoplastic behaviour of the composite
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contairung bonding agent. The reduction ID viscosity with
increasing shear rate may be arising from the molecular alignment
during flow through the capillary. Fiber-filled mixes also show
similar pattern as that of gum compound indicates that the fibers,
while restricting the free flow of the melt, also get aligned in the
direction of flow. These results are similar to NBR - short Nylon 6
composite without bonding agent (Section 4.A.1.1).
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Figure 4.A.2.1. Shear viscosity versus shear rate at 80°C
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Figure 4.A.2.2. Shear viscosity versus shear rate at 90°C
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Figure 4.A.2.3. Shear viscosity versus shear rate at IOO·e

Plots of shear viscosity versus shear stress of mixes A-D also

show similar patterns but with marked difference at higher shear

stresses (Figures. 4.A.2.4. - 4.A.2.6.).
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Figure 4.A.2.4. Shear viscosity versus shear stress at gOoe

All the plots show significant drop in viscosity at shear stress

beyond 1 MPa. The point at which the sudden drop occurs is shifted

to higher shear stress values in the case of fiber filled samples. For

the gum compound it occurs at 1.08 MPa at 80°C whereas for the 30
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phr fiber filled sample the corresponding values is 2.06 MPa at the

same temperature. The sudden drop at higher shear stress values

also indicates probable plug flow at higher rates of flow.
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Figure 4.A.2.5. Shear viscosity versus shear stress at 90°C
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Figure 4.A.2.6. Shear viscosity versus shear stress at 100°C

The point of inflection is plotted against the corresponding

fiber loading in Figures 4.A.2.7a and 4.A.2.7b at 80 and 90 "C,

respectively. It is observed that there is a linear relationship
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between the onset of plug flow and the fiber content at both the

temperatures. This is because with increasing fiber content the

melt viscosity is increased. With high melt viscosity the material

slips at the wall and the stress is relieved. The extent of drop is

reduced with increasing temperature. This may be because the

chance of plug flow is lower when the sample becomes softer at

elevated temperature. This is also evident from the fact that the

gum compound, with relatively lower viscosity, shows no evidence of

plug flow at 90 and loooe.
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Figure 4.A.2.7a. Variation of shear stress at the point of

inflection with fiber loading at 80·C
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Figure 4.A.2.7b. Variation of shear stress at the point

of inflection with liber loading at 90°C

4.A.2.2. Effect of Fiber Content

Viscosity increases with increase in fiber concentration at all

shear rates (Figures 4.A.2.1. - 4.A.2.3.). The presence of fiber

restricts the molecular mobility under shear, resulting in higher

viscosity. The increase in viscosity on introduction of fiber is

temperature dependent and is more at higher temperatures. Rise in

viscosity with fiber concentration decreases at higher shear rates.

This means the effect of fiber on shear viscosity is prominent at

lower shear rates only. This is in agreement with the earlier
observationsvs. All fiber- containing mixes have more or less equal

viscosity at higher shear rates and is higher than gum compound.

This indicates that a good fiber matrix interaction is taking place in

the presence of a bonding agent.

4.A.2.3. Effect of Temperature

Figures. 4.A.2.8. and 4.A.2.9. show the variation of shear
viscosity with shear rate for mixes A & D at various temperatures

and shear rates. The effect of temperature on the viscosity is found

to be dependent on the shear rate. In the case of gum compound,
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at lower shear rates, the log viscosity drops from 4.94 Pa.s to 4.76

Pa.s as the temperature is changed from 80 to 100 QC while at

higher shear rate all the viscosity values tend to merge to a common

point. Similar trends are shown by the fiber filled sample. The

changed temperature sensitivity of the composite is also reflected in

the activation energy values calculated (Table4.A.2.2.).
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Figure 4.A.2.1.8. Shear viscosity versus shear rate for Mix A
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4 .A.2.4. Activation Energies

The activation energies of various mixes were calculated from the
Arrhcn iu s plots of viscos ity and temperatu res at different shear rates
and given in the Table 4 .A.2.2 . The activation energy of the melt flow is
not mu ch affected. by the presence of fibers. Similar trend was
reported in the case of short polyester fiber- polyurethane elastomer
compositeae . The ac tiva tion energy of the unfilled compou nd and
composites containing 3 phr resin decreases as shear rate increases.
This indicates that the temperature sensitivity of the mixes are shear
rate dependen t and the sensitivity is lesser at h igher shear rates.

Table 4 .A.2 .2 . Activation energies or noW' ef various mixes IKcallmol)

Mixes
Shear rates (5 -1)

1.6 16.6 83.1 166 .2

A 5.32 4.99 4 .08 2.95

B 5.87 4.60 3 .52 2.76

0 5.68 5.12 3 .7 3 .2 1

4 .A.2.5. Flow Behaviour Index

It is fou nd that for the all mixes (A to D) the flow behaviour

index increases as temperature increases (Fig. 4 .A.2 .10).

r
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FIl\1 re 4 .A.2 . 10. Flow behaviour index veeeue Temperature
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This indicates that the melt becomes more Newtonian in

nature as the temperature increases. The Newtonian behaviour of

the melt reduces with fib er concentration, as indicated by the

reduction in n ' values.

4.A.2.6. Die Swell

Table 4.A.2.3. gives the die swell ratio, (de/de) of the gum and

fiber filled mixes at different temperatures and shear rates. The die

swell of the gum compound remains more or less constant with the

shear rates and temperatures. Die swell decreases sharply by the

addition of fiber. The reduction in the die swell with fiber have been

reported earlierv". The reduction in die swell with fiber loading may

be due to the lower elastic deformation of the matrix constrained by

the fibers. In the case of fiber filled mixes the effect of shear rates

and temperature on the die swell is marginal.

Table 4.A.2.3. Die swell ratios of various mixes at different temperatures

Temperature Shear Rate S-l
Mix QC

1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

80 1.351 1.351 1.442 1.396 1.622 1.892

A 90 1.486 1.351 1.622 1.442 1.486 1.666

I 100 1.316 1.579 1.579 1.579 1.579 1.579 I
I

80 1.026 1.026 1.154 1.240 1.282 1.282

B 90 1.143 1.214 1.286 1.286 1.286 1.286

100 1.163 1.046 1.163 1.201 1.201 1.163

80 1.026 1.026 1.026 1.090 1.026 1.026

C 90 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.111 1.204 1.157

100 1.052 1.052 1.184 1.184 1.227 1.184

80 1.149 1.216 1.081 1.081 1.081 1.081

D 90 1.052 1.184 1.316 1.272 1.184 1.053

100 1.125 1.125 1.084 1.125 1.125 1.125
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4.A.2.7. Effect of Bonding Agent

The effect of bonding agent has been quantified in terms of

relative viscosity, defined as the ratio of the viscosity of the mixes

with bonding agent to the viscosity of the mixes without bonding

agent. Table 4.A.2.4. gives the relative viscosity of mixes at different

shear rates and temperatures. Relative viscosity of the gum

compound is less than 1 at all shear rates and all temperatures.

This indicates that the viscosity is reduced in the presence of the

bonding agent. The resin is acting as plasticizer in the gum

compound. In the case of fiber filled samples, the relative viscosity

is higher than one, indicating a higher melt viscosity of the

composites resulting from a better fiber - matrix interaction in the

presence of bonding agent

Table. 4.A.2.4. Relative viseosities at different
temperatures for various fiber loadings

Temperature Fiber loading Shear rate [st]
(0C) (phr) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

0 0.874 0.928 0.938 0.949 0.955 0.888

10 1.110 1.183 1.260 1.257 1.228 1.265
90

20 1.110 1.097 1.099 1.111 1.041 1.043

30 1.157 1.095 1.074 1.119 1.115 1.065

0 0.792 0.917 0.942 0.942 0.914 0.812

10 0.879 0.978 1.051 1.057 1.071 0.967
100

20 1.082 0.992 0.978 1.049 0.957 0.948

30 1.149 1.045 0.947 0.877 0.843 0.835

The relative activation energies of the mixes as a function of
the shear rate are given in Figure 4.A.2.11. For mixes A to C, Ar

remains almost close to one at all shear rates. At higher fiber
loading (mix D) the Ar is found to be sensitive to shear rate. Higher
Ar values of mix D at higher shear rate indicates, a critical role that
strong fiber - matrix interface, has on the shear flow of the
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composite. At higher fiber loading there is more of fiber -matrix
interface, which is strengthened in the presence of bonding agent.
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Figure 4.A.2.11. Relative activation energy versus shear rate

The die swell of the composites with and without bonding

agent is quantified as Relative die swell (Dr) is given in table 4.A.2.5.

In general all the mixes show D, values marginally higher than one.

Higher die swell is associated with more elastic deformation during

flow. This is in agreement with the view that the fiber -matrix bond

is strengthened in the presence of epoxy bonding agent.

Table. 4.A.2.5. Relative die swell ratios at different temperatures

I
Temperature

Mix
Shear rate (S·I)

(0C) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

A 1.04 0.996 1.135 0.917 1.040 0.972

B 1.077 1.145 1.212 1.212 1.061 1.061
90

C 1.016 1.185 1.068 1.094 1.101 1.170

0 1.088 1.377 1.360 1.315 1.049 0.932

A 1.084 1.105 1.143 1.105 1.105 1.004

B 0.957 0.732 0.843 0.841 0.841 0.74
100

C 1.193 1.193 1.150 1.150 1.192 1.150

0 1.177 1.275 1.053 1.093 1.147 1.210
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SECTION. B. PART (I)

SBR - SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES

During processing, a rubber compound is subjected to various

forms of shear such as mixing, calendering and extrusion. White

and Tokita established a correlation between rheology and
processingr-s. Murty et.al., studied the rheology of short jute fiber

filled natural rubber composites>. Rheological studies give an idea

on the processing characteristics of short fiber composite material.

This section deals the study of the rheological behaviour of

short Nylon fiber reinforced styrene butadiene rubber. The effect of

shear rate, fiber concentration and temperature on shear viscosity

and die swell was studied.

Formulation of mixes IS given in Table 4.B.1.1. The

experimental details were described in chapter Il.

Table 4.B.1.1 Composition of mixes (parts by weight)

Ingredients
Mix No.

! A B C D ,

SBR 100 100 100 100 !
Nylon 0 10 20 30 I

ZnO 5 5 5 5

Stearic acid 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

4.8.1.1. Effect of Shear Rate and Shear Stress

Figures 4.B.1.1. to 4.B.1.3. show the variation of viscosity with
shear rate of all the mixes at 80, 90 and 100 DC, respectively. The
viscosity decreases almost linearly with shear rate for all the mixes
in the shear rate range studied, indicating a pseudoplastic
behaviour for the composite. The reduction in viscosity with
increasing shear rate may be arising from the molecular alignment
during flow through the capillary. The fact that the pattern is also
observed in the case of fiber filled mixes indicates that the fibers,
while restricting the free flow of the melt, also get aligned in the
direction of flow. This is evident from SEM photomicrograph of
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extrudates of mix D. The Figures 4.B.1.4a. and 4.B.1.4b. show the
SEM photomicrograph of cut surfaces of extrudates of mix D at

shear rates 1 and 100 s-t, respectively at 100°C. Higher level of
orientation at higher shear rate is evident from Figure 4.B.1.4b.
The cut ends of the fibers oriented along the flow direction is clearly
seen in the figure. Similar results in the case of short Kevlar fiber
reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane composite have been
reported by Kutty et al.".
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Figure 4.8.1.4a. SEM photomicrograph of the cut surface of the

extrudate of mm D; Shear rate la-I and temperature 100°C· (original

magnification z200; marker 200j.l1
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Figure 4 .B.1.4b. SEM photomicrograph of the cut aurface of the

extrudate of m ix D; Shear rate 100s-1 and temperature 100·C (original

magnification ,a00; marker 200IlJ

Plot s of shear viscosity versus shear stress al so show s imilar

patterns but with marked difference at higher shear stresses.
(Figures 4 .B.1.5. - 4 .B.1.7.).
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Figure 4 .B.1.5. Shear viscosity versus shear s t ress at 80·C

All the plots show significant drop in viscosity a t s hear s tress
beyond 1 MPa . The point at which the su dden drop occurs is shifted

to hi gher shear stress values in the case of fiber filled samples. For
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the gum compound it occurs at 1.08 MPa at 800 e whereas for the

30 phr fiber filled sample the corresponding values is 1.77 MPa at

Booe. The sudden drop at higher shear stress values is due to the

plug flow at the higher rates of flow.
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The point of inflection is plotted against the corresponding
fiber loading in Figures 4.A.1.8a., 4.A.1.8b. and 4.A.1.8c. at 80, 90
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and 100°C, respectively. It is observed that there is a linear
relationship between the onset of plug flow and the fiber content at
all the temperatures. This is because with increasing fiber content
the melt viscosity is increased. With high melt viscosity the material
slips at the wall and the stress is relieved.
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Figure 4.B.1.8a. Variation of shear stress at the point

of inflection with fiber loading at 800 e
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Figure 4.B.1.8b. Variation of shear stress at the point of

inflection with fiber loading at 900 e
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Figures 4 .8.1. 9a . - 4.8 . 1.9c. show the SEM photomicrogra phs
of mix D at shear rates I S- I , 100s· l , 500 S·I, respectively a t a
tempera ture of 80°C. Scanning Electron Microgra ph of the
extrudate at the plug flow region (Figu re 4.B.1.9c.) shows that there
is less fiber orie ntatio n compared to the extrudate of the lower shear
stress regions (Figures 4.8. 1.9a. & 4.8.1. 9 b.).

02,-- - - - - - - - - - - ---,

403020
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o
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~.= -<1.05

lr... -0.1

-<1.15 -I---_--~ __l
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:: 0.15

!. 0.1

Fiber concentra tion (phrl

Figure 4 .B.l.8c. VariatioD of shear st ress at the po int of
inflection with nher loading at lOO·C

Figure 4.B.l.9a. SEM photomicrograph of the cut surfa ce of the
extrudate of mix D; Shear rate 18.1 and temperature 80DC (original
D1a&ntncatloD x200j marker 200J11
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The maximum fiber orientation is at the shear rate just above
the drop (Figures 4 .B.1.9b.). This also suggests the occurrence of
plug flow a t higher shear s tress values. At higher tempera ture the
extent of d rop is found to be reduced. This may be du e to the lower
plug flow wh en the sample becomes softer at elevated tem peratu re .

Figure 4.B.l.9b. SEM photomicrograph oC the cut .urface of the

extrudate of mix Di Shear rate l00s·1 and temperature 80°C (original

magnification x200i marker 200111

Figure 4.8.1.9c. SEM photomicrograph oC the cut surface oC the

extrudate oC mix. D; Shear rate 500s-1 and temperature 80°C (original

magnification x200; marker 200Il)
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4.B.1.2. Effect of Fiber Content

From Figures 4.B.1.1. - 4.B.1.3. it can be seen that viscosity is

increased when fiber is introduced to the matrix at all

temperatures. The presence of fiber restricts the molecular mobility

under shear, resulting in higher viscosity. With further increase in

fiber concentration there is not much increase in viscosity. As the

shear rate increases, the increase in viscosity with fiber

concentration decreases and at a shear rate of 831.2s· 1 all the mixes

show almost same viscosity. This means the effect of fiber on shear

viscosity is prominent at lower shear rates only. This is in
agreement with the earlier observations 4-5.

4.B.1.3. Effect of Temperature

Figures 4.8.1.10. - 4.B.1.11. show the variation of shear

viscosity with shear rate for mixes A & D, respectively at various

temperatures. As the temperature increases the viscosity decreases

for both the mixes at all the shear rates studied. The effect of

temperature on viscosity is found to be dependant on the shear
rate. In the case of gum compound, at lower shear rates, the

viscosity drops from 5.063 to 4.795 Pa.s as the temperature is

changed from 80°C to 100°C while at higher shear rate the decrease

in viscosity with temperature is reduced and viscosity values tend to

merge to a common point. A similar tend is also shown by the fiber

filled samples. The changed temperature sensitivity of the

composite is also reflected in the activation energy values calculated

(Table 4.B.2.2).

In the case of 30 phr fiber loading (Figure. 4.B.1.11.) the log

viscosity decreases from 5.27 to 5.06 Pa.s at a lower shear rate of

1.6 S·I. But as the shear rate increases, the drop in viscosity with

temperature decreases more in the mix D compared to mix A.
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4.B.1.4. Activation Energies

The activation energies of mixes A to D were calculated from

the Arrhenius plots of viscosity and temperatures at different shear

rates and given in the Table 4.B.2.2. The activation energy of flow,

an indication of the temperature sensitivity of the melts, is reduced

in the presence of fibers. This indicates that higher temperature

sensitivity of flow of rubber matrix is reduced in the presence of
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fibers. Similar trends were reported earlier". The activa tion energy of

all the melts decreases as shear rate increases . This indicates that
the te mperatu re sensitivity of the gum and composite m elts are al so

shear depe nden t and the sensitivity is lower a t hi gher shear rates .

Table 4 B 1 2 Activation energies DC flow of mixes A-D IKcal/mol). . . .

Mixes
Shear ra te s (S· I)

1.6 16 .6 83 .1 16 6 .2

A 2.04 1.62 1.23 0 .84

B 1.41 1.13 0 .5 2 0. 16

C 1.39 1.41 0 .78 0 .66

D 1.48 1.05 0 .62 0 .34

4 .B.1.5. Flow Behaviour Index

Figure . 4 .8. 1. 12 . shows flow behaviour indices of mixes A to D

a t different temperatures. It is found that for the all m ixes flow

behaviour increases as temperature in crea ses indicating tha t the

melt becomes more Newtonian in nature as the temperature l S

increased .

0,35
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F1cure 4 .8.1 .12. Flow behaviour index ve rsus temperature
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Incorporation of fiber reduces Newtonian behaviour as

indicated by the reduction in n' values. As fiber concentration

increases the deviation from Newtonian behaviour increases.

4.B.1.6. Die Swell

Table 4.B.2.3. gives the die swell ratio, (del de) of the gum and

fiber filled mixes at different temperatures and shear rates. The die

swell of the gum compound remains almost unaffected by shear

rate and temperature. Die swell decreases sharply by the addition

of fiber and the die swell ratio is less than 1 at higher fiber loading.

The reduction in the die swell in the presence of fibers has been

reported earlierv>. The reduction in die swell with fiber loading may

be due to the orientation of the fibers in the matrix. Die swell of the

higher fiber loaded composites (Mixes C & D) decreases with
temperatures, especially at lower shear rates and at higher shear

rates the die swell remains more or less constant with temperature.

Table 4.B.1.3. Die swell ratios of mixes A-D at different temperatures

Mix
Temperature Shear rates (S-I)

(0C) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

80 1.28 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.62 1.76

A 90 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.29 1.34 1.57

100 -- -- 1.30 1.46 1.77 1.58

80 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.18 1.32

B 90 0.946 0.946 1.01 1.08 1.08 1.35

100 1.14 1.22 1.52 1.39 1.48 1.13

80 0.972 0.972 1.06 0.972 0.972 1.065

C 90 0.921 0.921 0.964 0.964 1.05 1.05

100 0.897 0.897 1.15 1.41 1.28 1.15

80 0.986 0.986 0.939 0.891 0.891 0.915

D 90 0.921 0.921 1.05 1.05 0.921 1.05

100 0.812 0.875 1.08 1.21 1.08 1.00
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SECTION B. PART (11)
SBR- SHORT NYLON-6 FIBER COMPOSITES WITH

EPOXY RESIN AS BONDING AGENT

The rheological behaviour of polymer melts provides choice of

processing conditions and influences the morphology and

mechanical properties of the final product. In this section the

rheology of short Nylon-6 fiber reinforced styrene butadiene rubber

containing an epoxy resin bonding agent is described. The fiber

loading was varied from 0 to 30 phr.

Formulation of mixes is given In Table 4.B.2.1. Detailed

description of experimental techniques adopted for the study is

given in chapter 11.

Table 4.B.2.1. Composition of mixes (parts by weight)

Mix No.
Ingredients

A B C D Ao Ba Co Do

NBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 la 20 30 0 10 20 30

Epoxy resin* 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0

2nO 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Stearic acid 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
* Epoxy resm formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and

amine based hardener respectively

4.B.2.1. Effect of Shear Rate and Shear Stress

The variation in shear viscosity with shear rate of the mixes A

D at 80, 90 and 100 QC is shown in the Figures 4.B.2.1. - 4.B.2.3.,

respectively. In all the cases it is seen that the viscosity decreases

almost linearly with shear rate in the shear rate range studied,

indicating a pseudoplastic behaviour of the composite with epoxy as

bonding agent. The reduction in viscosity with increasing shear

rate may be arising from the molecular alignment during flow
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through the capillary. Similar pattern is also observed in the case

of fiber filled mixes. This indicates that the fibers, while restricting

the free flow of the melt, also get aligned in the direction of flow.

Similar results in the case of short polyester fiber polyurethane

elastomer composite have been reported by Suhara et al. 1-2.
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Figures 4.B.2.4. - 4.B.2.6., show the variation of shear

viscosity with shear stress for mixes A-D. Plots of shear viscosity

versus shear stress also show similar patterns; but with marked

difference at higher shear stresses. All the plots show significant

drop in viscosity at shear stress beyond 1 Mpa. As the fiber

concentration increases, the point at which the sudden drop occurs

is shifted to higher shear stress values. For the gum compound it

occurs at 1.13 MPa at 80 "C whereas for the 30 phr fiber filled

sample the corresponding values is 1.67 MPa at the same

temperature. The sudden drop at higher shear stress values also

indicates probable plug flow at higher rates of flow. The point of

inflection is plotted against the corresponding fib er loading m

Figures 4.B.2.7a and 4.B.2.7b at 80 and 90 "C, respectively.
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It is observed that there is a linear relationship between the

onset of plug flow and the fiber content at both the temperatures.

This is because with increasing fiber content the melt viscosity is

increased. With high melt viscosity the material slips at the wall

and the stress is relieved.
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The extent of drop is reduced with increasing temperature.

This may be because the chance of plug flow is lower when the

sample becomes softer at elevated temperature. This is also evident

from the fact that the gum compound, with relatively lower

viscosity, shows no evidence of plug flow at 100°C.
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Figure 4.B.2.7b. Variation of shear stress at the point of

inflection with fiber loading at 90°C

4.B.2.2. Effect of Fiber Content

Viscosity increases with increase in fiber concentration at all

shear rates (Figures 4.B.2.1. -4.B.2.3.). The presence of fiber
restricts the molecular mobility under shear, resulting in higher

viscosity. The increase in viscosity on introduction of fiber is

temperature dependent and is more at higher temperatures. Rise in

viscosity with fiber concentration decreases at higher shear rates.

This means the effect of fiber on shear viscosity is prominent at

lower shear rates only. This is in agreement with the earlier

observationss-'. All fiber- containing mixes have more or less equal

viscosity at higher shear rates which is higher than that of the gum

compound.

4.B.2.3. Effect of Temperature

The variation of shear viscosity with shear rate for mixes A & D

at various temperatures and shear rates is shown in the Figures

4.B.2.8. & 4.B.2.9., respectively. The effect of temperature on the

viscosity is found to be shear rate dependant. In the case of gum

compound, at lower shear rates, the log viscosity drops from 4.94
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Pa.s to 4.76 Pa.s as the temperature is changed from 80 to 100 QC

while at higher shear rate all the viscosity values tend to merge to a

common point. Similar trends are shown by the fiber filled sample.

The changed temperature sensitivity of the composite is also

reflected in the activation energy values calculated (Table. 4.B.2.2.) .
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4.B.2.4. Activation Energies

The activation energies of mixes A to D were given in the Table.

4.B.2.2. The activation energies were calculated from the Arrhenius

plots of viscosity and temperatures at different shear rates. The

activation energy of flow is reduced by the introduction of 10 phr

fiber but further increase of fiber concentration to 30 phr activation

energy remains more or less constant. The higher temperature

sensitivity of flow of rubber matrix is reduced in the presence of

fibers. Similar trends were reported in the case of short Kevlar fiber

reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane by Kutty et al.", The

activation energy of gum compound decreases as shear rate

increases indicating that the temperature sensitivity of the gum is

also shear dependent and the sensitivity is lesser at higher shear

rates. But in the case of fiber filled mixes activation energy does not

vary much with shear rate.

Table. 4.B.2.2. Activation energies of flow of mixes A-D (kcal/mol)

Shear rates (S-I)
Mixes

1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2

A 10.06 8.81 6.08 4.61

B 5.89 5.64 2.49 --

C 4.80 5.45 5.34 4.94

I D 4.20 6.20 4.56 3.03
I

4.B.2.5. Flow Behaviour Index

Figure 4.B.2.10. shows flow behaviour indices of mixes A to D

at different temperatures. It is found that for all the mixes flow

behaviour increases as temperature increases indicating that the

melt became more Newtonian in nature as the temperature is

increased.
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Flow behavi or index remains almost cons tant by the addit ion

of fiber a t low tem pe ratu res indica ting that Newtonian behaviou r is
not m u ch affe cted by the addition of fibe rs in the presence of a
bonding agen t.

4 .B.2.6. Die Swell

Th e die swell ra tio . (de/de) of the gum and fiber filled mixes

with bondin g agen t, a t differen t temperatu res and s hear ra tes is

given in Table . 4 .8 .2 .3 . There is not mu ch varia tion in die swell of
the gu m com po u nd with shear ra tes . Die swell decrea ses sharply

by the addition of fiber . The redu ction in the die swell in the
presence of short fibers ha s bee n reported earliera-s. Th e red uction

in die swell with fiber loading m ay be due to the irreversible

or ien tation of the fibers in the matrix. In the case of fiber filled
mixes the die swe ll rem ains almost con stant with sh ear rates and

tempera tu res .
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Table. 4.B.2.3. Die swell ratios of mixes A-D at different temperatures

Mix
Temperature Shear rate (S-l)

(0C) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

80 1.62 1.35 1.67 1.67 1.76 1.76

A 90 1.41 1.54 1.58 1.54 1.67 2.00

100 -- 1.98 1.84 1.98 1.69 2.20

80 1.11 1.24 1.47 1.41 I 1.54 1.54

8 90 1.01 1.22 1.49 1.49 1.62 I 1.75

100 1.14 1.24 1.43 1.57 1.66 1.52

80 1.03 1.03 1.15 1.26 1.15 1.26

C
90 0.972 1.11 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.11

i 100 0.946 1.04 1.04 1.08 1.22 1.08
:

80 1 1.04 1.19 1.25 1.21 1.25

90 1.02 1.02 I 1.28 1.15 1.02 ' I
D I 1.24 !

100 0.926 0.879 1.16 1.25 1.11 1.111

4.B.2.7. Effect of Bonding Agent

The effect of bonding agent has been quantified in terms of

relative viscosity, defined as the ratio of the viscosity of the mixes

with bonding agent to the viscosity of the mixes without bonding

agent. Table. 4.8.2.4. gives the relative viscosity of mixes at different

shear rates and temperatures. Relative viscosity increases with

shear rate for fiber- containing mixes at all temperatures. In the

case of gum compound the relative viscosity increases as shear rate

increases up to 83.1s- 1 afterwards remains more or less constant

with increase in shear rates. In general the relative viscosity

increases as fib er concentration increases, the effect being more

pronounced at higher temperature. This is due to better fib er matrix

adhesion in the presence of bonding agent forming more restrained

matrix. At higher temperature the relative viscosity is less than one
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for gum compound. This may be due to the plasticizing action of the

resin in the gum compound.

Table. 4.B.2.4. Relative viscosities at different temperatures
for various fiber loadings

Temperature Fiber loading Shear rate (S-l)

(0C) (phr) 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

0 0.880 1.046 1.077 1.074 1.017 0.962

10 0.856 1.083 1.170 1.154 1.159 1.196
80

20 0.909 0.916 1.120 1.170 1.196 1.200

30 0.779 0.981 1.179 1.197 1.259 1.269

0 0.749 0.824 0.932 0.932 0.924 0.940

10 0.781 0.903 1.094 1.119 1.188 1.135
90

20 0.679 0.841 0.969 1.058 1.189 1.172

30 0.757 0.920 1.106 1.090 1.146 1.183

0 0.757 0.872 0.983 0.973 1.043 1.178

10 0.815 0.969 1.105 1.120 1.215 1.148
100

20 0.910 0.873 0.891 0.924 0.868 0.983

30 0.901 0.876 1.048 1.097 1.154 1.232

The relative activation energy (Ar ) is greater than one for all the

mixes at all shear rates (Figure 4.8.2.11.). This indicates that the

temperature sensitivity of the mixes increases in the presence of

bonding agent. Ar remains more or less constant with shear rate for

gum and lower fiber loading (10 phr). But Ar increases sharply with

shear rate at higher fiber loading. At higher fiber loading there is

more fiber matrix interface, which is strengthened in the presence of
bonding agent.
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Figure 4.A.2.11. Relative activation energy versus shear rate

The relative die swell (Or) is greater than one for all the mixes

at all shear rates and temperatures (Table. 4.8.2.5.). Higher die

swell in the presence of bonding agent is due to more elastic

deformation occurring during the flow. Or remains more or less

constant with respect to shear rate and temperature for all the

mixes.

Table. 4.B.2.5. Relative die swell ratios at different temperatures

TemperatureI
Mix

Shear rate (S'l)

(0C) I 1.6 16.6 83.1 166.2 332.5 831.2

A 1.26 1.11 1.37 1.37 1.08 1.00

B 1.08 1.20 1.43 1.37 1.31 1.16
80

C 1.06 1.06 1.08 1.30 1.18 1.19

D 1.01 1.06 1.26 1.40 1.35 1.36

A 1.13 1.23 1.26 1.19 1.24 1.28

B 1.07 1.28 1.47 1.37 1.50 1.30
90

C 1.05 1.21 1.30 1.30 1.19 1.05

D 1.11 1.11 1.22 1.10 1.11 1.18
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Chapter 5.A

SECTION A

THERMAL STUDIES OF NBR- SHORT

NYLON -6 FIBER COMPOSITES

A thorough understanding of the thermal stability of NBR and

the composites is important in many applications. The thermal

stability of e1astomer may be influenced by the presence of the short

fibers and bonding agent. Thermal degradation studies of short fiber

composites were reported earliert-s. Rajeev et al. studied thermal

degradation of short melamine fiber reinforced EPOM, maleated

EPDM and nitrile rubber composite with and without bonding agent

and found that the presence of melamine fiber in the vulcanizates

reduced the rate of decomposition and the effect was pronounced in

the presence of the dry bonding systems. Various investigations on

thermal stability of NBR were also reported-6-7•

In this section thermal property of short Nylon -6 fiber

reinforced NBR rubber composites with and without epoxy bonding

agent is discussed. Thermogravimetry has been used to study the

thermal degradation behaviour of the composite.

The formulation of the mixes is given in the Table 5.A.1.

Sample preparation and test method employed are given in the

chapter n. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out using

Universal V3 2B TA Instrument with a heating rate of 10°Cjmin

under nitrogen atmosphere.
Table 5.A.1. Formulation of mixes

Mix No.
Ingredients A B C D A3 B3 C3 03 A5 B5 C5 D5

NBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Resin* 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5
* Epoxy resm formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and

amine type hardener; (Zinc Oxide - 4phr; Stearic acid -2phr; Sulphur 

0.7phr; MBTS - l phr; TMTD -1.8 phr are common to all mixes)
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Thermal Degradation

The derivative TGA curves of mixes A-D and neat fiber are

shown in Figure 5.A. 1. The temperature of onset of degradation (Ti) ,

the temperature at which the rate of decomposition is maximum

(Tmax), the peak degradation rate and the residue at 600°C are given

in the Table 5.A.2. The NBR degrades in single step. The

degradation starts at a temperature of 330.5°C and the peak rate of

degradation is 9.17 %/min. Neat Nylon fiber also degrades in single

step with peak rate of degradation 47.13 %/min and corresponding

temperature 455.08°C. Residue remaining at 600°C is 1.255% for

fiber. From Figure 5.A.1. it can be seen that the composites also

show similar degradation pattern as that of gum compound. As fiber

fraction increases the temperature of onset of degradation is shifted

to higher temperature up to 20 phr fiber loading (330.5 to 336.1"C),

indicating improved thermal stability of the composites (Table

5.A.2.). Similar results have been reported earlier by Kutty et al.s.

Beyond 20 phr fiber concentration T, is not improved. Tmax

marginally decreases as fiber concentration increases. The peak rate

of degradation decreases with fiber concentration and 30 phr fiber

loaded composite has the minimum peak rate of degradation. The

percentage weight of residue remaining at 600°C is less for fiber

containing mixes compared to the gum compound. The residue

remaining at 600°C for the neat fiber is 1.255% and hence when

fiber is introduced to the rubber, percentage residue remaining at

600°C decreases.
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Figure 5.A.1. TGA traces of Mix A, Mix B, Mix C, Mix D

Table 5.A.2. Degradation characteristics of mixes A-D

Temperature Peak Peak rate of
ResidueMix No. of initiation temperature decomposition

(%)(Td (0C) (Tm ax ) (0C) (%jmin)

Mix A 330.50 464.4 28.19 9.170

MixB 333.30 463.4 26.94 7.531

MixC 336.10 462.44 25.25 9.322

MixD 333.33 461.93 24.162 7.736
Neat Nylon 362.50 455.08 47.13 1.255fiber

The order of degradation was calculated by Freeman- Carroll

methods using the equation

~ log(dW jdt) = n . ~ logW r - (f1 E j2.3R) f1(ljT) (1)

where dW j dt is the rate of reaction, n is the order of reaction, ~ E is

the activation energy of the reaction, R is the gas constant, T is the

absolute temperature and Wr is proportional to the amount of

reactant remaining.
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The above equation can be rearranged to

(tllogdW/dt) _ (tlE/2.3R)tl(1/T)
-'--~---'- - n - --'------'---'---

tllogWr Alog Wr

(2)

The order of the reaction and activation energies can be

obtained from the intercept and gradient of the plot of the left hand

side of equation (2) versus tl(ljT)j tllogWr and such plots are given

in Figure.5.A.2. The intercepts show that the degradation of gum
and composites follow first order kinetics. Similar results in the
case of short Kevlar fiber- reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane
composite have been reported by Kutty et al.2.
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Figure 5.A.2. Freeman - Carroll Plot of Mix A, Mix B, Mix C, Mix D

5.A.l. Effect of Bonding Agent

The degradation of virgin elastomer and composites with epoxy

resin as bonding agent was also studied. Figure. 5.A.3. shows the

TGA traces for mixes A, A3 & AS. From the figure it is clear that the

mixes containing bonding agent also show similar degradation

pattern as that of virgin rubber. The T; is shifted from 330.5 to

336.1 QC in the presence of epoxy resin, indicating improved thermal

stability of the gum compound in the presence of bonding agent.

(Table 5.A.3.). Beyond 3 phr, T, is not improved. Peak degradation
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temperature remains constant with resin concentration. The peak

rate of degradation decreases marginally with resin concentration.

Residue at 600°C remains more or less constant with resin content.

The Freeman -Carroll plot for the degradation of mix A, A3 & AS

shows that all the mixes follow first order kinetics (Figure. 5.A.4.).

! I
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Figure S.A.3. TGA traces of Mix A, Mix A3, Mix AS

Table 5.A.3. Degradation characteristics of various mixes

Mix No. Temperature of Peak Peak rate of Residue at
initiation (Ti) temperature decomposition 600°C

(0C) (Tmax ) (0C) (%jmin) (%)
Mix A 330.50 464.40 28.19 9.170
MixA3 336.10 463.70 27.22 8.965 I

Mix AS 336.10 463.67 26.94 9.622
MixB 333.30 463.43 26.94 7.531
MixB3 341.67 458.33 26.94 9.436
MixB5 333.33 463.70 26.38 8.624
MixC 336.10 462.44 25.25 9.322
Mix C3 336.10 461.47 26.00 9.017
Mixe5 336.10 I 462.42 25.28 8.816
Mix 0 333.33 461.93 24.16 7.736

I
Mix 03 333.33 458.75 23.75 12.52
MixD5 330.55 461.29 24.37 8.020
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The TGA traces of composite mixes with bonding agents are

shown in Figures 5.A.5.-5.A.7. At low fiber concentration (10 phr)

the degradation starts at higher temperature in the presence of

epoxy resin, indicating a better thermal stability of the composite

(Table 5.A.3.). In the case of higher fiber loaded composites, on

introduction of resin, T, is not much affected however at 5 phr level

of resin, there is a decrease in Ti.
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There is no significant change in Tmax with resin content at all
fiber loading. Peak rate of degradation is not much affected by the

presence of resin for all composites. Residue at 600°C shows an
increase when resin is introduced and further increase in resin
concentration residue decreases.
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The Freeman -Carroll plots for the degradation of composites
with and without bonding agent are shown in the Figures 5.A.8.

5.A.I0. The presence of bonding agent does not alter the
degradation kinetics and all the mixes follow first order kinetics.
Similar results were reported in the case of polyester fiber -poly
urethane elastomer with bonding agents based on polypropylene
glycol and glycerol with 4,4' diphenyl methane diisocyanate by

Suhara et al. 4 .
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SECTION B

THERMAL STUDIES OF SBR - SHORT

NYLON -6 FIBER COMPOSITE

Knowledge of thermal degradation characteristics of

SBR/Nylon-6 composite at different fiber loading is important in

many applications. Sea Cheon et al. studied the kinetics of the

degradation of Styrene - Butadiene rubber". Shamshad et al.

reported thermal studies on sulphur, peroxide and radiation cured

NBR and SBR gum vulcanizates and also with fillers like carbon

black and silica>,

This section describes thermal degradation studies of short

Nylon -6 fiber reinforced SBR rubber composites with and without

epoxy bonding agent using Thermogravimertic technique.

The formulation of the mixes is given in the Table 5.B.l.

Sample preparation and test method employed are given in the

chapter 11. Thermogravimetric analyses were carried out on

Universal V3 2B TA Instrument with a heating rate of 10cC/minute

under nitrogen atmosphere

Table 5.B.1. Formulation of mixes

Mix No.

Ingredients A B C D A3 B3 C3 D3 A5 B5 C5 05

NBR 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Nylon 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

Resin* 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

* Epoxy resin formed by 1:0.5 equivalent combination of epoxy resin and

amine type hardener; (Zinc Oxide - 5 phr; Stearic acid -1.5 phr; CBS - 0.8

phr, Sulhur - 2 phr; TMTD -0.2 phr are common to all mixes)

The derivative TGA curves of mixes A-D and neat nylon fiber

are shown in the Figure 5.B.l. The temperature of initiation of

degradation (Ti], the peak rate of degradation and the corresponding
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temperature are given in the Table 5.B.2. It is clear from the figure

that the degradation of SBR occurs in single step. The onset of

degradation is at 325°C and peak degradation temperature (Tmax ) at

460.79°C for the gum compound. The neat nylon fiber degrades in

single step with peak rate of degradation 47.13 %/min and

corresponding temperature is 455.08°C. Residue remaining at

600°C is 1.255% for fiber. The fiber- containing mixes also show the

similar pattern as that of gum vulcanizate. As fiber concentration

increases the onset of degradation is shifted to higher temperature,

and degradation starts at 338.89°C for 30 phr fiber loaded sample.

This indicates that thermal stability of SBR is enhanced in the

presence of Nylon fibers. Similar results in the case of short Kevlar

fiber- reinforced thermoplastic polyurethane composite have been

reported by Kutty et al. 3.
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Table 5.B.2. Degradation characteristics of mixes A-D

Temperature Peak Peak rate of Residue at
Mix No of Initiation Temperature degradation 600°C

(Til (0C) (Tmaxl (0C) (Rmax) (% / min) (%)
Mix A 325.00 460.79 27.00 5.822
MixB 336.11 462.77 26.00 4.814
MixC 356.22 449.84 27.00 4.556
MixD 337.50 459.71 28.91 4.596

Neat Nylon
362.50 455.08 47.13 1.255

fiber

Peak degradation temperature and peak rate of degradation
remains more or less constant with fiber concentration. For 20 phr

fiber filled sample the peak degradation temperature is 450°C. The

percentage of residue remaining at 600°C is decreased when fiber is
introduced to the matrix. This is because neat Nylon fiber has less

residue at 600°C, hence the presence of fiber in the composite leads
to lower residue. But further increase in fiber concentration residue

remaining at 600°C decreases only marginally.

Figure 5.B.2. shows the Freeman-Carroll plots of gum and
composites. As in the case of NBR composites order of the

degradation can be evaluated from the plots of (~ log dW I dt) I ~

10gWr against ~(l/T)1 ~ 10gWr •
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Figure 5.B.2. Freeman - Carroll Plot of Mix At Mix B, Mix C, Mix D
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The order can be obtained from the intercept of the plot. The

intercepts show that the degradation of gum and composites follows

first order kinetics. Similar results have been reported earlierv".

S.B.I.Effect of Bonding Agent

The thermal degradation of the gum and the composites in the

presence of epoxy resin based bonding agent were also studied.

Figures 5.8.3. - 5.8.6. show the derivative TGA curves of gum and

the composites with bonding agent. It is observed that all the mixes

containing bonding agents also show single step degradation

pattern. The Ti,Tmax and peak rate of degradation are given in Table

5.8.3. For the gum compound the onset of degradation remains

constant with resin concentration and maximum temperature of

degradation is also not varied much in the presence of resin. The

peak degradation rate and the residue at 600°C are marginally

decreased when the resin is introduced to the SBR.
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Table S.B.3. Degradation characteristics of various mixes

Mix No Temperature Peak Peak rate of Residue at

of Initiation Temperature degradation 600°C

(Til (0C) (Tmax) (0C) (%/min) (%)

Mix A 325.00 460.79 27.00 5.822

MixA3 325.00 456.37 25.25 5.043

MixA5 325.00 460.09 26.50 5.120

MixB 336.11 462.77 26.00 4.814

MixB3 334.72 456.52 26.08 4.749

MixB5 337.50 458.05 25.25 4.924

MixC 337.50 449.84 27.0 4.556

MixC3 337.50 450.65 26.00 4.396

MixC5 336.23 455.96 25.75 .5.524

MixD 338.90 459.71 28.91 4.596

MixD3 340.3 451.13 28.00 3.008

IMixD5 338.46 453.00 26.99 4.516
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Figure S.B.4. TGA traces of Mix B, Mix B3, Mix BS

In the case of composites the initiation of degradation (Ti) is

shifted to higher temperature in the presence of bonding agent,
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indicating that the thermal stability is improved in the presence of

resin for all the composites. Tmax is found to be increasing with resin

content for 20 phr fiber loaded sample and the peak rate of

degradation is found to decrease with resin concentration.
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The increase in Tmax indicates a lower diffusion of the degraded

products out of the matrix, as indicated by the lower peak rate of

degradation observed in these temperatures. This may be due to the

formation of more constrained matrix in the presence of resin. The

Tmax of 10 phr and 30 phr fiber decreases on introduction of resin,

but further increase In resm concentration Trnax increases

marginally. Peak rate of degradation is not varied considerably with

resin content. The residue remaining at 600°C remains more or

less constant with resin concentration for all the composites.

The Freeman -Carroll plots for the degradation of gum and

composite mixes with and without bonding agent is shown in the

Figures 5.B.7. - 5.B.10. The presence of bonding agent does not

alter the degradation kinetics and all the mixes follow first order
kinetics. Similar results were reported in the case of polyester fiber

-poly urethane elastomer with bonding agents based on

polypropylene glycol and glycerol with 4,4' diphenyl methane

diisocyanate by Suhara et al.s.
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Chapter VI

CONCLUSIONS

Short Nylon -6 fiber can be used to reinforce NBR, CR and

SBR. Epoxy resin can successfully be used as interfacial bonding

agent in short Nylon-6 fiber reinforced NBR and CR composites.

Epoxy resin is not an effective bonding agent in the case of short

Nylon-6 fiber - SBR composite. The major conclusions from the

study can be summarized as:

Short Nylon -6 fiber improves most of the mechanical

properties of NBR. The processability of NBR is affected in the

presence of fiber. Minimum torque increases with fiber content.

(Maximum - Minimum) torque improves in the presence of fiber.

Scorch time and cure time reduces with fiber loading. The tensile

strength, tear resistance, modulus and abrasion resistance improve

with fiber loading. Elongation at break and resilience decreases as

fiber concentration increases. Heat build up and ageing resistance

increase with fiber concentration. Anisotropy in mechanical

properties is shown by the composite. Tensile strength, tear

resistance and abrasion resistance are higher in the longitudinal

orientation of fiber

Epoxy resin is an effective interfacial bonding agent for short

Nylon-6 - NBR composite. The mechanical properties of the

composite are, in general, improved in the presence of epoxy resin.

(Maximum - minimum) torque increases with resin concentration

where as scorch time decreases. Minimum torque is not much

affected by the presence of resin. Tensile strength and modulus

increase while abrasion loss decreases as resin concentration

increases. Tear strength and resilience decrease with resin
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concentration and compression set increases as resin content

increases.

Minimum torque and (Maximum - Minimum) torque increases

with short Nylon-S fiber concentration in Neoprene rubber. Scorch

safety and cure time are not much affected by the presence of short

Nylon fibers. Tensile strength shows a minimum at 10 phr fiber

loading and beyond this it increases with fiber loading. Tear

strength, modulus and abrasion resistance increase with fiber

content. Elongation at break decreases while heat build up

increases as fiber concentration increases. Ageing resistance is

increased with fiber content. The composite exhibits anisotropy in

mechanical properties.

Introduction of resin to the short Nylon fiber - Neoprene

composites improves mechanical properties. Minimum torque and

cure time increase as the resin is introduced. Scorch time of the

composites decrease with the resin content. Tensile strength and

abrasion resistance increase as resin concentration increases.

These properties are higher in longitudinal direction. Elongation at

break and hardness of the composite are not much affected by the

presence of resin. For higher fiber concentration modulus increases

with resin content. Resilience and heat build up increases with

resin concentration in the case of composites.

Short Nylon -6 fiber SBR composite show improvement in

tensile strength, tear resistance, modulus and abrasion resistance

when compared to virgin SBR. Elongation at break and compression

set decrease with fiber concentration. Heat build up increases with

fiber concentration. The composite registers less resistance to

ageing when compared to gum vulcanizate. Anisotropy In

mechanical properties is observed.

Tensile strength of the virgin SBR increases with resm

concentration while the tensile strength of the short Nylon fiber 

SBR composite decreases with resin concentration. Elongation at
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break increases with resin concentration. Modulus and tear

resistance of the composites decrease as resin concentration

increases. Abrasion loss shows considerable reduction with resin

content in the case of gum vulcanizate; while a marginal rise in

abrasion loss is observed in the case of composites. Ageing

resistance is improved in the presence of resin. Epoxy is not an

effective bonding agent for short Nylon-6-SBR composite.

Short Nylon fiber reinforced Acrylonitrile butadiene rubber

composites exhibit pseudoplastic rheological behaviour, which
decreases with temperature. The shear viscosity is increased in the

presence of fibers and the effect is pronounced at lower shear

rates. Introduction of the fiber reduces Newtonian behaviour. But

at higher fiber loading and higher temperatures the flow behaviour

index of composite melts approaches to that of gum compound.

The fibers get oriented in the direction of flow at higher shear rates.

Die swell is reduced in the presence of fibers.

NBR- short Nylon fiber composites with epoxy resin as bonding

agent also show pseudoplasticity that decreases with increase in

temperature. The shear viscosity increases with fiber concentration,

especially at lower shear rates. Composite melts deviate from

Newtonian behaviour as fiber concentration increases. Die swell is

reduced in the presence of fibers. The melt viscosity is higher in the

presence of bonding agent in the case of fib er-filled samples at all

shear rates. Die swell is increased in the presence resin for

composites at all shear rates.

Pseudoplastic behaviour IS exhibited by short Nylon-S fiber

reinforced SBR composites. Pseudoplasicity decreases with

temperature. The shear viscosity is increased with fiber loading

and the effect is more prominent at lower shear rates. The presence

of fibers reduces the temperature sensitivity of the flow at a given

shear rate. The fibers get oriented in the direction of flow at higher

shear rates. There is a reduction in die swell in the presence of

fibers.
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Epoxy resin is not altering the pseudoplastic nature of SBR 

short Nylon fiber composites. The temperature sensitivity of the

gum compound is reduced on introduction of fibers. The

temperature sensitivity of the melts is also shear dependent and is

lower at higher shear rates. Die swell is reduced in the presence of

fibers. Relative viscosity increases with shear rate for composites at

all temperatures. Temperature sensitivity of the mixes increases in

the presence of bonding agent. Die swell is increased in the

presence of resin at all shear rates and temperatures.

The thermal degradation of NBR gum compound and

composites follows single step degradation pattern. Nylon -6 fiber

increases the thermal stability of NBR, the optimum being 20 phr

fiber loading. The presence of epoxy resin bonding agent improves

the thermal stability of the virgin rubber and composites containing

lower fiber loading. At higher fiber loading the resin is not effectively

improving the thermal stability. The degradation of the virgin

elastomer and the composites with and without bonding agents

follow first order kinetics.

Thermal stability of the SBR is increased in the presence of
short Nylon fiber. The thermal degradation of SBR gum compound

and composites with and without epoxy bonding agent show single

step degradation pattern. Thermal stability of SBR vulcanizate is

not affected by the presence of bonding agent. Bonding agent

improves the thermal stability of the composites and the effect is

more pronounced at lower fiber concentrations. The degradation of
the virgin elastomer and the composites with and without bonding

agents follows first order kinetics.
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Yw

't w

llb

1)0

ASTM

CR

CBS

Em

EPDM

Br

HDPE

HNBR

HRH

Apparent Shear rate

Shear rate at wall

Shear viscosity

Shear stress at wall

Viscosity with bonding agent

Viscosity without bonding agent

Relative viscosity

Activation energy with bonding agent

Activation energy without bonding agent

Relative Activation Energy

American society for testing and Materials

Neoprene rubber

N-Cyclohexy-2- benzthiazylsulphenamide

Die swell ratio with bonding agent

Die swell ratio without bonding agent

Diameter of capillary

Diameter of extrudate

Relative die swell

Compression modulus in the

longitudinal direction

Modulus of the matrix

Ethylene propylene diene monomer elastomer

Compression modulus in the

Transverse direction

High density polyethylene

Hydrogenated nitrile rubber

Hexamethylenetetramine-resorcinol

- hydrated silica
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LID

LDPE

MBTS

MPa

Ilm

n'

N.m

NR

NBR

PE

PET

PU

RFL

SEM

SBR

T.

TMTD

TGA

r,
Tmax-Tmin

TPU

TPNR

UTM

WTR

XNBR

Longitudinal

Length to diameter ratio

Low density polyethylene

2,2'-benzothiazyl disulfi.de

Mega Pascal

Micrometer

Flow behaviour index

Newton meter

Natural rubber

Nitrile rubber

Polyethylene

Polyethylene terephthalate

Polyurethane

Resorcinol formaldehyde latex

Scanning Electron microscope

Styrene butadiene rubber

Transverse

Tetramethylthiuramdisulfi.de

Thermogravimetric analysis

Temperature of initiation

Difference between maximum and

minimum torque

Thermoplastic polyurethane

Thermoplastic natural rubber

Universal testing machine

Whole tyre reclaim

Carboxylated nitrile rubber
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